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INTRODUCTION AND PROJECT BRIEF  
 

 
 

1. Cannock Chase District Council (given the long title of the Council and its 
repeated use in this report, this will be referenced as CC from now on) wishes 
to review the provision for swimming pools across the authority. CC wishes to 
assess the extent to which the supply of swimming pools is meeting current 
demand based on the current levels of population.  

 
2. CC also wishes to consider some projected changes have the supply and 

demand balance for swimming up to 2019. The changes are: 
 

• The impact of projected changes in population across the District up to 
2019.  

 

• The impact of a projected 1% annual increase in swimming  participation 
across the District up to 2019 ( a 10% increase in total between 2009  and 
2019) 

 

• The impact of possible closure of some existing swimming pool and the 
opening of two new swimming pools   

 
3. This report presents the findings on the impacts which CC is wishing to 

assess. The report presents the findings from an analysis of the supply and 
demand for swimming pools in CC and across the wider area of local 
authorities which border CC. The report is based upon an analysis of findings 
from applying the Sport England Facilities Planning Model.  

 
4. In order to undertake this work and report the findings it requires undertaking a 

number of different pieces of analysis, so as to build up the picture of change. 
This is based on 3 separate scenarios (known as runs). These runs are:    

 

• Run 1 is the baseline position of supply and demand for swimming in CC and 
the surrounding local authorities in 2009. This is based on the current levels 
of swimming participation and frequency. The 2009 population estimate and 
the current supply of swimming pools in CC and the surrounding local 
authorities. The output from Run 1 provides the baseline position of the 
current supply and demand for swimming in 2009.   

 

• Run 2 assess the projected changes in the CC population and the wider 
study area up to 2019 and includes the projected 1% annual increase in 
swimming participation (10% in total) and the projected population change in 
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CC between 2009 – 2019. Run 2 provides the strategic assessment of 
how the supply and demand for swimming changes from the baseline 
position in 2009, to the position in 2019 based on the population growth 
and the projected annual 1% increase in swimming participation 

 

• Run 3 assess the impact of possible closures of Blake Valley Technology 
College and Fair Oak High School Pool and the replacement of Chase 
Leisure Centre with a new pool Run 3 provides and assessment of the 
impact of changes in supply and demand for swimming in 2019, from 
the possible closure of  2 existing pools and the opening of 1 
new/replacement  swimming pool   

 
5. The full study brief for the swimming fpm analysis together with the parameters 

for the study is set out in Appendix 1 to this report.    
 
 Framework For The Study  
 

6. Before setting out the Executive Summary for the report with the key findings, 
followed by the main report, it is important to set out the framework for the 
study. This provides some points of explanation as to how the study has been 
undertaken, thereby providing a context for the report’s findings. 

 
The Study Area  

 
7. The customers for swimming pools do not reflect local authority boundaries 

and whilst there are management and pricing incentives (and possibly 
disincentives) for customers to use sports facilities located in the area in which 
they live, there are some big determinants as to which swimming pools people 
will choose to use. These are based on: how close the swimming pool is to 
where people live; the age and condition of the swimming pool and inherently 
its attractiveness; other facilities within/on the site such as a fitness suite; 
personal and family choice; and reasons for swimming like for exercise or 
family activity. 

  
8.  Consequently, in determining the ”Cannock Chase” position in the supply and 

demand for swimming pools, it is very important to take full account of the 
swimming pools in all the neighbouring local authorities to CC and some 
beyond, for example Wolverhampton. In particular, to assess the impact of 
overlapping catchment areas of swimming pools around CC. The nearest 
swimming pool for some CC residents maybe located outside the authority 
(known as exported demand) and for some residents of neighbouring 
authorities their nearest swimming pool is inside CC (known as imported 
demand).  
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9. Taking account of all these import and export effects is done by establishing a 

study area which places Cannock Chase at the heart of the study and 
assesses the import and export of demand into and out of CC and reflects the 
location, age, condition and content of all swimming pools.  

 
 The study area comprises Cannock Chase  and the 4 local authorities which border 
CC, plus Wolverhampton and South Staffordshire. A map of the study area is set out 
below.   

 
The Study Area   

 

                                      
 
What Information Is Produced From This Study?  
 

10.  The information produced by this study analyses, contains the findings on the 
supply and demand for swimming for the base year of 2009. Then the 
projected demand for swimming in 2019 based on projected changes in 
population between the two years; an annual 1% increase in swimming 
participation between 2009 – 2019; and closure of some existing pools and 
opening of some new pools between 2009 – 2019. 

 
11. This study and report set out what is:  

 

• the supply and demand for swimming within CC and makes comparisons 
with other authorities in the study area; 
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• the level of total demand for swimming in CC and how much of this demand 
is satisfied demand, how much is unmet demand and again with 
comparisons with other authorities in the study area; 

 

• if there is unmet demand in CC, what is the scale of this unmet demand, 
(expressed in, for example, sq metres of water and how this level of unmet 
demand relates to the size of a 25metres x 4 lane swimming pool);  

 

• how full the swimming pools are estimated to be and what is the level of used 
swimming pool capacity;   

 

• what is the level of demand for swimming pools from CC residents which is 
met (retained) at swimming pools located in CC     

 

• how much of CC’s residents demand for swimming is exported to facilities in 
neighbouring authorities, where CC residents live within the catchment area 
of a swimming pool in a neighbouring authority  

 

• how much demand is imported into CC  from residents in neighbouring local 
authorities, who live within the catchment area of a swimming pool located in 
CC  

 

• what is the travel profile for swimming across CC for example what is the 
estimated percentage of travel to swimming pools by car, public transport 
and “walk to”?  

 
Definitions and terms  
 

12.  Before reporting the findings from the study, there are three points to note 
on definitions and terms. Firstly, is the term for expressing both the demand 
and supply (supply is also referred to as capacity in this report) for swimming is 
known as “visits per week in the weekly peak period”. The weekly peak period 
is 52 hours per week and it is estimated that 63% of the total weekly swimming 
throughput occurs in these hours.  To save endless repetition of this lengthy 
term it is expressed simply as visits, or, visits per week from now on in the 
report.  

 
13.  Secondly, there is what is known as a “comfort factor” which is applied to the 

assessment of demand for swimming. In essence, if swimming pools were full 
to their theoretical capacity, then there would simple not be the space to swim 
comfortably. In addition, there is a need to take account of people circulating 
around the pool and/or changing. To account for all these factors therefore the 
capacity of a swimming pool is reduced to 70% of its theoretical capacity and 
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this is the level at which a pool is determined to be full. This 70% full level is 
referred to as the “comfort factor”.   

 
14. Thirdly, all existing indoor swimming pools of at least 20m in length or 

minimum  160m² (this is a 20m x 8m pool) and which are available for 

community use, for all or part of the weekly peak period, are included in this 
assessment. If there is an individual pool which is less than 160m, for example 
a learner pool but which is part of a larger complex of pools, then this is 
included. All outdoor pools and those indoor pools which have no access for 
community use are excluded.  

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY FROM THE SWIMMING POOL ASSESSMENT  

 
15. This is the Executive Summary report for swimming pools. It is presented by 

setting out and then answering the key headline questions which arise from the 
analysis of each of the five runs.   

 
16. By taking this question and answer approach, it focuses on presenting the key 

findings from a particular run. It also tries to do this by way of a commentary 
and leaves the technical description of findings to the main report, which also 
contains the full findings. 

 
What did Run 1 assess? 
  

17.  Run 1 sets the baseline position for what is the supply and demand for 
swimming across CC and the 5 other local authorities which border CC, plus 
Wolverhampton. It provides the baseline position from which to measure and 
assess the detailed changes in runs 2 – 3.  

 
18. Run 1 is based on  

 

• The current levels of swimming participation and frequency across CC 
and the wider study area. 

 

•  the 2009 population estimate  
 

• the current supply of 6 swimming pools in SCC and a further 41  
swimming pools in the 6 local authorities in the study area.  

 
What are the key things to look for in Run 1? 
 

19.  The key things to look for in Run 1 are:  
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• how well the overall supply and demand for swimming are in balance, 
or, if demand is greater than supply, or, vice versa 

 

• if there is any unmet demand, how much and where is it located 
 

• are the swimming pools accessible to all the population based on the 
drive time and walk to catchments. If not, where are the areas which are 
outside these catchment areas 

 

• is CC retaining all the demand for swimming from its population at its 
own pools, or is it exporting any demand, if so, how much and where 
to? Also is it importing any swimming demand and if so how much and 
where from   

 

• finally, establishing how full the pools are before the changes in pool 
supply occurs in runs 3 -5  

 
What is the position on the supply of swimming pools in CC in 2009 and how 
accessible are the pools based on car travel to pools ?  
  

20. In run 1 there are 6 swimming pool sites in CC. The 6 sites represent some 
10.5% of the total swimming pool capacity across the 7 (total) authorities in the 
study area. Walsall has the greatest supply of swimming pools in the study 
area, with a total of 16 sites and some 38% of the study area swimming pool 
capacity.   

 
21.  Based on the drive time catchment area to swimming pool, accessibility to 

pools is not a strategic planning/location issue. The reasons for stating this are: 
 

• some 92% of the CC population has access to at least 2 swimming pools 
based on the 20 minute drive time catchment area. 

 

• it is estimated that some 77% of all visits to swimming pools in CC are 
made by car. Car is the predominate choice of travel to/from pools 

 

• across the study area there are three authorities where 100% of the 
population have access to 2+ swimming pools based on the drive 
catchment area: these are Lichfield; Walsall; and Wolverhampton.  
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What about accessibility to swimming pools based on the walk to catchment 
area? 
 

22. There is limited accessibility to swimming pools based on the 20 minute/1 mile 
walk to catchment area of pools. Some 25% of the CC population live outside 
this catchment area of any swimming pool, with a further 26% living within the 
walk to catchment area of one swimming pool. 

 
23. Some 49% of the CC population have access to 2 swimming pools in the walk 

to catchment area, compared with 92% of the CC population who have this 
level of access based on the drive to catchment.  

 
How significant is it that 25% of the CC population live outside this walk to 
catchment ? 
 

24.  It is quite important because some 19% of all visits to swimming pools are 
made on foot – so a high percentage of visits and limited accessibility based 
on walk to.   

 
Where are the areas of Cannock which are outside this walk to catchment area of 
any swimming pool ? 
 

25.  This is illustrated in the map below. 
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26. So, in summary on  accessibility to swimming pools based on car travel it is 

very good and there are no strategic or locational planning issues because 
some 92% of the CC population live within the drive time catchment area of 2 
swimming pools and 77% of all visits to pools are by car. 

 
27. However only 49% of the CC population have this level of access based on 

walk to and some 25% of the CC population live outside the catchment area of 
any pool based on the walk to catchment.  

 
What is the overall picture on the supply and demand for swimming in CC in the 
base year of 2009?. 
 

28. The headline finding is that the total supply or capacity for swimming in CC is 
greater than the total demand for swimming. 

 
29. After taking everything into account and having being assessed (details to 

follow), it is estimated that in 2009 the used capacity across the 6 swimming 
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pool sites in CC is 59%. This does provide some “spare capacity” before the 
pools full level of 70% of used capacity is reached, based on the comfort factor 
(explained in paragraph 13 of this report).   

 
30. This finding is, however, based on the 2009 baseline and before the projected 

population increases up to 2019 and 1% annual increase in projected 
swimming participation are considered (run 2). Or the changes in pool 
numbers/locations/size are considered (run 3).  

 
 Are any pools estimated to be more full than others in 2009?  
 

31. Yes, it is estimated that if all the demand within the catchment area of the 
following pools could be met at these pools, then (in order) Nuffield Health and 
Fitness Centre (82%) and Rugeley Leisure Centre (73%) would be the most 
full.  

 
So what are the overall findings on supply and demand balance in 2009?  
 

32.  Total capacity for swimming in CC at its 6 swimming pool sites is 9,700 visits 
per week, whilst total demand is 5,400 visits.  

 
33. So total capacity for swimming in CC in 2009 is estimated to exceed total 

demand by some 4,300 visits per week.  
 
This sounds like a very big gap between demand and supply. Does it mean there 
are too many pools ? 
 

34. Possibly it does but this is the total supply and the total demand for 
swimming from CC residents. However the impact of where pools are located 
and how much of CC’s demand is exported because residents live closer to a 
pool in a neighbouring authority (or vice versa) has not yet been reported. This 
will provide a better gauge to whether there are too many pools.   

 
How much of this demand can be satisfied?  
 

35. It is estimated that of the total demand of 5,400 visits, some 5,200 visits are 
satisfied demand. So satisfied demand represents some 96% of total demand, 
This is a very high level of satisfied demand and is reporting that some 96% of 
the total CC demand for swimming can be met and is located within the 
catchment area of a swimming pool.   

  
Is there any unmet demand for swimming in CC in 2009? 
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36.  First comment to make is - how can there be any unmet demand if total supply 
is greater than total demand by some 4,300 visits? There is unmet demand 
because some demand is located outside the catchment area of any swimming 
pool. In paragraph 22 it was stated that some 25% of the CC population live 
outside the 20 minute/1mile walk to catchment area of any swimming pool.   

 
37. These areas will contain the unmet demand for swimming and because it is 

located outside the catchment area of any swimming pool, it is considered as 
unmet demand.  

 
38. Unmet demand for swimming pools in CC is estimated to be 189 visits, or, put 

another way some 3.5% of the total demand for swimming. 
 

39. To put his unmet demand into context, 189 visits equates to the equivalent of 
providing around 23 sq metres of water (a 25 metres x 4 lane swimming pool is 
212 sq metres of water).  So the level of unmet dmenad in number of visits and 
water space is not significant at all – in run 1.  

 
What about retained demand - how much of the demand for swimming from CC 
residents is retained at the CC swimming pools and how much of CC’s demand 
is exported and where to? 
 

40. Some 3,449 (69%) of the satisfied demand for swimming in run 1 which is from 
CC residents is retained at CC’s swimming pools. This is a reasonably high 
level of retained demand and what it is saying is that 69% of the satisfied 
demand for swimming in CC can be met by pools located in CC.    

  
What about export of Cannock’s demand for swimming where does it go to? 
 

41. Some 1,697 visits (32%) of the Cannock demand is exported to Lichfield whilst 
Walsall absorbs some 97 visits (2%).    

  
Does Cannock import any swimming demand and if so where does it come 
from?  
 

42. Cannock imports demand from residents in neighbouring authorities, whose 
nearest swimming pool to where they live is located in CC. Some 1,192 visits 
(20%) is imported from Wolverhampton and after that some 612 visits (11%) 
are imported from South Staffordshire, Walsall with 378 visits (7%) and 
Lichfield with 48 visits (1%). 

 
So after looking at import and export of demand  and total capacity for swimming 
being  greater than total demand, does this mean there are too many pools ?   
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43. The answer to this question is no. This is because run 1 is providing the 

baseline position for supply and demand for swimming in 2009 – based on the 
current supply of swimming pools and the demand for swimming.   

  
44. The answer to the question posed is best assessed by considering run 2 

where the changes in projected population growth up to 2019 and the 
projected annual 1% increase in swimming participation (10% in total) are 
considered. Plus run 3 where the changes in swimming pool supply are 
proposed. 

 
45.  It will then be possible to answer the question posed and determine how all 

these changes interact on the overall supply and demand balance for 
swimming across CC. So as to then determine which run provides the best 
overall balance in supply and demand for swimming.    

 
RUN 2  
 
What did Run 2 assess and what are the findings? 
 

46. The major change made in run 2 and to assess, are the impacts of  
  

• the projected change in the population in CC and across the study area 
between 2009 and 2019, and  
 

• the projected annual 1% increase in swimming participation  between 2009 – 
2019 (10% in total) 

 
47.  There were no changes in run 2 to the number of swimming pool sites in CC, 

which remains at 6 sites, or, across the study area which remains at an 
additional 41 sites.  

 
What impact do the changes in population and increases in swimming 
participation in CC and across the study area between 2009 – 2019 have on 
demand for swimming?  
  

48. Between 2009 and 2019 the CC total population is projected to increase from  
96,100 people to 102,200 people, an increase of 6,100 people or an increase 
over the 2009 population of 6.34%.  
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49. Across the study area the population in 2009 is 1,030,300 people. By 2019   
this is projected to increase to 1,074,900 people, a projected increase of 
44,600 people, or a 4.3% increase over the 2009 population.   

 
50. CC has 9.3% of the total population across the study area in run 1 and in run 2 

it has 9.5%. In effect, there is virtually no change in the proportion of the CC 
population as a proportion of the total for the study area.  

 
51. The 2019 projected population and the 1% per year increase in swimming  

participation between 2009 -2019, creates an increase in the demand for 
swimming of 750 visits per week in the peak period. This is, however, a 13.7% 
increase over the 2009 total demand percentage.  

 
52. So, whilst the CC population increases by 6.3% between 2009 – 2019 plus 

there is a projected increase in swimming participation of 10%, the combined 
impact is to increase total swimming demand by 13.7% between 2009 – 2019.   

 
53. To provide further context, this level of increase in total demand, of some 750 

visits per week in the peak period, equates to around 85 sq metres of water. ( 
a 25 metres x 4 lanes swimming pool is 212 sq metres of water) 

 
Why does the population changes and the 10% increase in swimming 
participation not produce a bigger increase in total swimming demand ? 
  

54. This is because the EXISTING RESIDENT POPULATION of some 96,100 
people in 2009 is also aging by 10 years between runs 1 and 2. The aging of 
the core population and OUT of the main age groups for swimming 
participation over these years is offsetting the new swimming demand created 
by the MARGINAL GROWTH IN NEW POPULATION and swimming 
participation.   

 
What impact do these demand increases have on satisfied and unmet demand 
for swimming?   
 

55.  The changes in satisfied and unmet demand are small between runs 1 and 2.  
  

56. In run 2 satisfied demand is 5,800 visits, up from 5,400 visits in run 1. Satisfied 
demand represents some 93% of total demand in run 2, as distinct from 96.5% 
in run 1.   

 
57. Unmet demand for swimming pools in CC in run 2 is 432 visits, up from 189 

visits in run 1. Unmet demand as a percentage of total demand in run 2 is 7%, 
up from 3.5% in run 1.  
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58. Unmet demand in run 2 at 432 visits, equates to the equivalent of providing 

around 53 sq metres of water (a 25 metres x 4 lane swimming pool is 212 sq 
metres of water).   

 
Again, why is unmet demand increasing, if total supply is much greater than total 
demand?  
 

59.  The reason for the increase in unmet demand is because more of the 
population is located outside the 1 mile/20 minutes walk to catchment area of 
any swimming pool. The increase over run 1 is only 243 visits and not 
significant.    

  
 Are there any changes/implications for accessibility to pools in run 2?  
 

60.  No and this is because the number and location of the 6 swimming pool sites 
in CC remains unchanged between runs 1 and 2. It is only if there are changes 
in the number and location of pools that accessibility is changed and the 
changes in pool numbers and locations is in run 3.   

  
So how does the demand changes affect the “pools full” level?     
  

61.  Resulting from the demand drivers of increase in population and swimming 
participation, the estimate is that around 63.8% of the total capacity of all the 
pools in CC will be used in run 2. This is a slight increase over the run 1 
percentage of 59.6%. However this is now getting close to the pools full level 
of 70% of used capacity.       

  
Why does used capacity only increase by 4%  
 

62.  The weekly peak period demand increase of 750 visits between 2009 and 
2019, equates to a projected annual throughput increase in CC of 27,400 
visits.  The 2009 projected throughput was 369,950 visits and in 2019 it is 
397,368 visits.  

 
63. Putting this MARGINAL increase in demand into the context of the CORE 

demand shows that the marginal increase created between 2009 – 2019 is not 
that significant at all, hence the 4% increase only in used capacity. 

  
Is there any variation in the level of used capacity at the 6 pool sites?   
 

64. Yes there is and at 2 pool sites, Nuffield and Rugeley, there is more demand 
than there is capacity. However other pools (within the 20 minute drive time 
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catchment area of these two sites) can absorb some of the demand because 
they are less full. The percentage of estimated used cpacity at each site is:          

  

• Blake Valley Technology College    34.9% 

• Cannock Chase High School           67.6%  

• Chase Leisure Centre                      37.4% 

• Fair Oak High School                       73.7% 

• Nuffield Health & Fitness Centre      87.6% 

• Rugeley Leisure Centre                   89.7%                    
 

So what happens to retained, exported and imported demand in run 2? 
 

65. Given there is no change in the number or location of swimming pool sites 
between runs 1 and 2, there are virtually no changes to the findings from run 
1.The level of satisfied demand from CC residents which is retained at CC 
pools decreases from 66% in run 1 to 64% in run 2. Whilst the level and 
location of imported demand into CC increases by 2%. 

 
So, overall the impact of the increases in swimming demand from population and 
swimming participation increases are not significantly changing the overall 
supply and demand balance for swimming pool provision in SCC in 2019?  

 
66.  A long question and overall the answer is no - but 

  
67.  The significant finding is that overall pool usage is now estimated to be 63.8% 

in run 2 and this does not leave much spare capacity before the pools full level 
of 70% of used capacity is reached. So the demand drivers in run 2 are 
pushing the overall level of pool usage at the 6 CC pools sites to close to being 
full. 

 
   So does this suggest there is a need for more swimming pools in CC by 2019?       
 

68.  Possibly but it is important to consider the impacts of the changes in 
swimming pool supply in run 3 has on the overall balance in supply and 
demand for swimming in 2019. Also the impact these changes in pool supply 
have on accessibility to pools and who is using them – retained, exported and 
imported demand      

 

RUN 3  
 
What did Run 3 assess and what are the findings? 
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69. The major changes made in run 3 are: 
 

• the replacement of the existing Chase Leisure Centre with a new pool (no 
change in pool size or location) 

 

• closure of Blake Valley Technology College and Fair Oak High School  
 

• no other changes or new pools in CC. 
 

• The amount of water space in CC is reduced after these changes. The two 
pool closures create a net decrease in water space of 165 sq metres of water 
(a 25 metres x 4 lane swimming pool is 212 sq metres of water)  

 
70. There are no changes to the demand side from run 2 and run 3 is based on the 

2019 population and with the total 10% increase in swimming participation 
included.  

  
71. The main things to assess in run 3 are the: 

 

• impacts of the replacement Chase Leisure Centre and the closure of the two 
school based pools has on accessibility to swimming pools by the CC 
population  

 

• impact of the decrease in swimming pool capacity has on the overall supply 
and demand balance for swimming in CC and the wider study area  

 

• extent to which the level of pool capacity across CC and at each site 
changes  

 

• and the extent to which there are sufficient pools in CC to meet the projected 
demand for swimming in 2019 and beyond.    

 
What impact does the closure of the 2 school based pools have on accessibility 
to swimming pools?  
 

72. Before reporting these findings, it is important to reiterate a benchmark finding 
from run 1. Namely, that 77% of all visits in CC to pools are by car and 92% of 
the CC population live within the 20 minute drive time catchment of 2+ 
wimming pools – so there is already a high level of accessibility based on the 
dominant choice of travel to pools.  

  
73.  There are now 4 pool sites in CC in run 3, a decrease of 2 sites over runs 1 

and 2.   
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74. In terms of the impact these 2 new swimming pool closures have on 

decreasing accessibility to pools by the CC population it is limited with now 
88% of the CC population having access to 2+ swimming pools. This means 
that the location of the 4 remaining pool sites is well placed in relation to the 
CC population and the 20 minute drive time catchment area. 

 
What impact does the closure of the 2 school based pools have on the walk to 
catchment area and for accessibility to swimming pools?  
 

75. This is where the pool closures do have an impact and in run 3 some 48% of 
the CC population are now outside the catchment area of any swimming pool. 
In runs 1 and 2 it was 25% of the population. It is important to reiterate that it is 
estimated that some 15% of all visits to pools are made by car. So the pool 
closures are increasing considerably, the percentage of the population outside 
the catchment area of a pool and there is a significant amount of visits to pools 
made on foot. 

 
76.  The areas covered and not covered by the walk to catchment area in run 3 are 

illustrated in the map below. 
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RUN 3 REPLACE CHASE LC, CLOSE SCHOOL POOLS MOST AT RISK

� Replacement/Proposal

 
 What happens to the supply and demand balance for swimming in run 3?                                     
 

77. The 2 swimming pools closures decrease the capacity for swimming in CC in 
run 3, by 1,340 visits, or, put another way there is a 13.8% decrease in 
swimming pool capacity in run 3.     

 
78.   In terms of demand for swimming there is NO CHANGE from run 2 because 

run 3 is based on the 2019 population and with the annual 1% increase in 
swimming participation included. It remains at 6,200 visits.  

 
 What happens to unmet demand ?   

 
79.  This does not change much because there are no changes in the demand 

parameters between runs 2 and 3. The pool closures does increase vary 
slightly the amount of unmet demand which increases by 24 visits to a total 
unmet demand of 456 visits in run 3. The scale and location of this unmet 
demand expressed in terms of sq metres of water is illustrated in the map 
below.    
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RUN 3 REPLACE CHASE LC, CLOSE SCHOOL POOLS MOST AT RISK

 
 
 What about pool usage – how full are the pools in run 3? 

 
80.  This is the very significant finding from run 3. Pool usage increases to 94% of 

capacity which is a very considerable increase over the run 2 percentage of 
63.8% of pool capacity used.  In effect, the projected level of used capacity is 
now well in excess of the “pools full” level of 70% of used capacity.  

  
81. The reason for this big increase is because of the interaction of 2 pool closures 

plus the replacement of Chase Leisure Centre with a new pool. 
 

82.  The first impact is that the 2 pool closures means some of the demand being 
absorbed by these pools is now transferring to other pool sites within the 20 
minute drive time catchment. As 88% of the CC population has access to 2+ 
swimming pools based on this catchment it means that the demand going 
previously to Blake Valley Technology College and to Fair Oaks High School 
can very easily reach other pool sites – hence increased usage of these pools.  
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83. Also the replacement of Chase Leisure Centre is the only upgrading of any of 

the 46 pool sites across the study area in run 3. It is assumed that all the other 
pools will age by 10 years between 2009 – 2019 and therefore become less 
attractive due to age and condition.  

 
84. The replacement of Chase as the only replacement/new pool in the study area 

means it will draw demand to it within its 20 minute drive time catchment  area. 
 

85. To underline this point, the projected throughput at the Chase Leisure Centre 
in run 3 is 261,200 visits. This is an increase over the (old) Chase pool in run 2 
of a projected annual throughput of 95,800 visits. 

 
86. These are the combined reasons for the estimate that the used capacity of 

pools in CC in run 3 will be 94% of total capacity.    
 
 What is the projected throughput at the other 3 swimming pools in CC in run 3? 
 

87.   The projected throughput for each centre with the run 2 figure in brackets is 
  

o Cannock Chase High School 35,076 visits (37,835 visits in run 2)   
 

o Nuffield Health and Fitness Centre 98,615 visits (106,007 visits in run 2)  
 

o Rugeley Leisure Centre 125,884 visits in run 3 (unchanged from run 2)   
 
So does this mean there is an increase in swimming demand being imported into 
CC in run 3 then ?      

 
88.  Yes it does but before answering that it is also important to look at the level of 

swimming demand from CC residents which is being retained at CC’s pools in 
run 3.  

  
89.  As there is such a high level of accessibility to pools in the car catchment area 

then the 2 pool closures is, as already reported, moving that demand around. 
In run some 4,200 visits 74% of satisfied demand at CC’s pools is from CC 
residents, in run 2 it was 64%. So the impact of the pool closures and 
upgrading of Chase is to increase the level of CC demand for swimming 
retained at CC’s (now) 4 pools by 10%.    

 
90.  Of the CC demand which is exported most goes to Lichfield with some 1,400 

visits, it was 1,900 visits in run 2. So it is the CC demand previously exported 
to Lichfield which is now being retained at CC’s four pool sites.   
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91. In terms of demand imported into CC this increases for the reasons already set 

out and the draw effect of Chase. This is especially true of drawing demand 
from Wolverhampton, South Staffordshire and Walsall. In run 3 some 44% of 
the demand for swimming which is satisfied at CC’s pools is imported, in run 2 
it was 34%.   

 
So overall does run 3 suggest there is not enough swimming pool capacity in 
CC in 2019? 
 

92. It does suggest that - but there are 3 caveats to put into this assessment: 
  

• The 2019 assessment of demand is based on a presumed 10% 
increase in swimming participation between 2009-2019 across 
thestudy area. If this did not happen, then the projected total demand 
for swimming will be lower, reducing the level of pool capacity used. 

 

• On the supply side, it is assumed that Chase is the only pool out of 46 
in total in the study area which is modernised between 2009-2019. If 
more pools are replaced /modernised or new pools opened then the 
draw effect of Chase and its very high projected throughput will be that 
much less and there could be more total capacity across the study  
area. In any of these possibilities to increase capacity of pools occurs 
then the used capacity of swimming pools in CC would reduce from 
the projected level. 

 

• CC could manage the use of its swimming pools for CC residents and 
try to retain use for its residents. In run 3 CC some 44% of the 
satisfied demand for swimming which is met at CC’s pools is imported. 
So there is scope to try and manage the use/access of pools to 
counter the high used capacity levels.   

 
93.  However without these caveats,  based on the assumptions for run 3 the 

assessment is that the 4 swimming pool sites In CC will be full in run 3 and 
there is a need for additional provision to meet the projected demand for 
swimming by 2019. 

 
94. In terms of the hot sports for any additional provision of swimming pools this is 

best illustrated by the aggregated unmet demand map for run 3, which is set 
out below. 

 
95. The colour code key on the top left of the map shows the amount of unmet 

demand, its scale and its distribution across CC. The area to the east and 
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south of Cannock is the hot spot area for considering additional provision of 
pools. However the need for additional swimming pool provision in this priority 
area is between 75 – 100 sq metres of water.  

 
96. In summary, there are considerable caveats to the assumptions and analysis 

in run 3 leading to the assessment that there is a need for new pool provision 
over and above the Chase replacement pool. However, if all the projected 
assumptions of run 3 do occur then the scale of need for additional swimming 
pool provision suggests the better approach is one of management of the 
existing stock to increase usage by CC residents, or, if there is additional 
provision then do this (based on the scale projected) to increase the size of 
pools at existing sites, rather than a new free standing pool.  

 
97. This is the end of the Executive Summary. The report now provides the main 

findings from each of the three runs.  
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RUN 1:   CANNOCK CHASE SWIMMING POOLS  ASSESSMENT:   
 
1) CURRENT SUPPLY OF SWIMMING POOLS IN 2009 IN CANNOCK CHASE  AND 
THE SURRONDING STUDY AREA. ALL POOLS WEIGHTED BY AGE AND 
CONDITION 
 
2) BASED ON 2009 POPULATION ESTIMATES 
 
3) CURRENT RATES OF SWIMMING PARTICIPATION AND FREQUENCY  
  

 
98.  Run 1 set the baseline position for the whole study and provides the strategic 

overview for the detailed assessment in runs 2 – 3. Run 1 sets out:  
  

• The supply and demand for swimming across CC and the wider study area in 
2009 based on the current supply of swimming pools and the current 
participation rates for swimming  

 
99. The key findings from run 1 with a commentary are: 

 
Population levels and total demand  
 

• The estimated total population in CC in 2009 is 96,100 people and the total 
estimated demand for swimming is 5,450 visits. 

 

• The CC population is 9.3% of the total study area, whilst the CC total 
demand for swimming is 9.5% of the total study area. So the demand for 
swimming in CC is in proportion to CC’s percentage of the population across 
the study area.  

 

•  The population totals in CC and the study area, together with the total 
demand for swimming are set out in Table 1 below.  

 
Table 1: 2009 Population and Total Demand for Swimming in CC and the Study 
Area  
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District Population 
Demand   
(visits) 

Cannock Chase 96,100 5,450 
East 
Staffordshire 110,000 6,150 
Lichfield 99,000 5,350 

South 
Staffordshire 106,500 5,600 
Stafford 125,500 6,750 
Walsall 256,250 14,450 
Wolverhampton 236,850 13,400 
STUDY AREA 1,030,300 57,100 

         
Location, Catchment Areas and Accessibility to Swimming Pools   

 

• Map 1 illustrates the accessibility to swimming pools for the population of CC 
based on the 20 minute drive time catchment area for pools. (the black dots 
are the pool locations) 

 

• This shows the number of swimming pools which the CC population has 
access to, based on where they live and the 20 minute drive time to pools in 
CC and the wider study area. As this map shows:  

 

• There is a very high level of accessibility to swimming pools base don the 20 
minute drive time to swimming pools. With the northern area of Cannock 
Chase having access to between 3-5 swimming pools based on this catchment 
area drive time. Whilst the population around Cannock itself has access to 
between 5-10 pools and the remainder of the district has access to between 10 
- 20 swimming pools.  

 

• The reason for the very high level of accessibility to pools for the Cannock 
population based on the drive time catchment is because there are 46 
swimming pool sites across the study area. Walsall has 16 swimming pool 
sites and Wolverhampton has 9 sites. (reported I more detail under 
swimming pool capacity heading)  

 
(Note: these findings are reporting accessibility to swimming pools not 
commenting on the overall balance between supply and demand for swimming 
– these findings are reported under the capacity and various types of demand 
heading) 
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Map 1 Accessibility to Swimming Pools for the Population of SCC Based on the 20 
Minute Drive Time Catchment Area 
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The reason for selecting the drive to catchment is because the analysis of the data 
has identified that this is by far the predominant mode of travel to swimming pools 
in CC and the wider study area. Of the total visits to pools by each travel mode in 
CC, some 

 

• 77.7% of all visits are made by car 
 

• 3.7% of all visits are made by public transport – based on a 20 minute 
drive time catchment; and 
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• 18.7% of all visits are made by walk to, based on a 20 minute/1 mile walk to 
catchment area. 

 

• 85% of the CC population have access to a car, which is the same as the 
England wider percentage. Across the study area some 81% of the 
population have access to a car, so CC is a bit above the study area 
average.  

 
Overall, car access by the CC population and the very high percentage of visits  to 
pools by car means accessibility to swimming pools by car is the predominate travel 
mode to consider. 

 
The level of accessibility to swimming pools across CC is set out in Table 2 below, 
which shows the number of pools, the population have access based on a 20 
minute drive time catchment area. 

 
As this table illustrates 

 

• Across CC 92% of the CC population have access to 2+ swimming pools.  
 

• Whilst the remaining 8% of the CC population have access to one 
swimming pool based on the 20 minute drive time catchment 

 

• The study area accessibility is very similar to CC with again 92% of the 
study area population having access to 2+ swimming pools based on the 
drive time catchment area.  

 

• With 6% having access to 2 swimming pools and 2% having access to 
one pool. 

 
Table 2: Percentage of the CC Population with Access to Swimming Pools Based on 
the 20 Minute Drive Time Catchment Area of a Swimming Pool   

 
    
 
 

 
 
 

Accessibility to Swimming Pools Based on Walk to Catchment Areas   
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The next biggest travel mode to swimming pools is by walk to, with some 18.7% of all 
visits to pools across CC, based on a 20 minute/1 mile walk to catchment area. 
 

• The catchment areas for the 20 minutes 1 mile walk to are by definition very 
small and these are illustrated in map 2 below.  

 
Map 2 Location and Catchment Areas for Pools Based on the 20 minutes/1 mile walk to 
Catchment Area 
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• The percentage of total visits to pools based on walk to quite high and so it is 

important to consider the accessibility to pools based on walk to 
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• Overall some 25% of the CC population live outside the 20 minute/1 mile 
walk to catchment area of ANY swimming pool  

 

• Whilst some 26% of the CC population have access to 1 swimming pool 
based on the 20 minute/1mile walk to catchment area 

 

• 37% of the CC population have access to 2 pools, and 
 

• 12% of the CC population have access to 2+ swimming pools  
 

• Across the study area some 42% of the study area population live outside 
the catchment area of any swimming pool. So residents of CC do have 
better access than residents in other authorities.  

 

• Walsall has the highest level of accessibility with some 20% of its 
population living outside the catchment area of any pool and Stafford 
has the highest worst with 70% of its population living outside the 
catchment area of any pool.    

 

• It is a matter of CC judgment as to whether a low level of accessibility to 
swimming pools, with some 19% of the CC population living outside this 
walk to catchment area of any pool and a further 26% living within the 
catchment area of one pool is important, in terms of increasing 
accessibility, when some 19% of all visits to swimming pools are made 
on foot.    

 
Table 3: Percentage of the CC Population with Access to a Swimming Pool Based 
on the 20 Minute/1 Mile Walk to Catchment Area of a Swimming Pool   
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Number of Swimming Pool Sites and Total Capacity   

 

• In run 1 there are 6 swimming pool sites in CC These 6 sites have a total 
capacity (or supply) of  9,682 visits per week, available for community use 
for all or part of the weekly peak period.  

 

• The total capacity of the 6 CC sites is 1,192 sq metres of water.  
CC has 6 of the total 47 swimming pool sites across the 7 authorities in the 
study area (including CC). The 7 SCC sites represent some 10.5% of the 
total swimming pool capacity across the 7 authorities in the study area. This is 
the third highest in the study area  
  

• Walsall  has the next highest combination of pool sites and capacity at 16 
sites and 38% of the study area capacity 

 

• Stafford  has the lowest at 3 sites and 9.3% of the study area swimming pool 
capacity    

 
Capacity /Satisfied demand / Unmet demand 

 

• Total capacity for swimming in CC at its 6 swimming pool sites is 9,682 
visits, whilst total demand is 5,438 visits. So total capacity for swimming 
in CC in 2009 is estimated to exceed total demand by some 4,244 visits 
per week.  
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Put another way total demand for swimming in CC in 2009 represents 
some 56% of total swimming pool capacity. There is a large difference 
between total capacity and total demand for swimming in CC in 2009.  

 
(A point to note about the comparison of supply and demand is that total 
demand is some 56% of total capacity. This is NOT saying the pools are 
estimated to be full (pools are determined to be full when they reach around 
70% of their capacity) because the impact of export and import of swimming 
demand has not yet been reported and this will also determine how full the 
pools are overall.  

 
It is saying that the CC finding is that the total capacity for swimming in CC is 
greater than the total demand for swimming by CC residents by some 4,244 
visits per week).  

 

• The model estimates the total CC demand of 5,438 visits; some 5,249 visits 
are satisfied demand. So satisfied demand represents some 96.5% of 
total demand.  This is a very very high level of satisfied demand and is 
reporting that some 96.5% of the total CC demand for swimming can be met 
and is located within the catchment area of a swimming pool.  

 

• Satisfied demand is highest in Cannock Chase of the 7 authorities in the 
study area and is lowest in East Staffordshire at 88.3% of total demand. 
Across the study area the average satisfied demand is 92.5%.   

 

• Unmet demand for swimming pools in CC is estimated to be 189 visits per 
week, or, put another way, some 3.5% of the total demand for swimming by 
CC residents. To put his unmet demand into context, 189 visits equates to 
the equivalent of providing around 23 sq metres of water (a 25 metres x 4 
lane swimming pool is 212 sq metres of water). 

 
The percentages of unmet demand at 3.5% of total demand and in terms of 
water space at 23 sq metres of water are both low.  
 
(Note: it might appear contradictory to say there is unmet demand when total 
supply is greater than total demand in CC. There are two reasons for there being 
unmet demand. (1) is because some demand is located outside the catchment 
area of a swimming pool. In this case any demand located outside the 
catchment area of a swimming pool is termed as unmet demand. (2) if the 
demand for swimming is greater than supply in any one area and the pools 
within the catchment area of that location cannot absorb the total demand, then 
some demand is unmet. It is the first reason which applies here. 
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• In CC the reason for unmet demand is because of areas of CC outside the 
catchment area of swimming pools based on the walk to catchment area of 
any pool.  These areas are illustrated on Map1 above and for reference are 
Norton Canes, and a small area to the SE of Rugeley, close to the Lichfield 
border.  The issue is one of getting access to existing pools by residents in 
these area as there is more than enough cpacity at the nearest pools to absorb 
the demand. So a management and location issue  

 

• Finally, it is important to reiterate, that the total level of unmet demand for 
swimming in the base year of 2009 across CC, equates to a total of 23 sq 
metres of water and, also to repeat, a 25 metre x 4 lane swimming pool is 212 
sq metres of water. So it is not a high level of unmet demand.   

 
Pool usage (how full are the swimming pools?) 

 

• The model estimates that around 59.9% of the total capacity of all the pools 
in SCC is currently being used at peak times.  

 
(Note; There is what is known as a “comfort factor” which is applied to the 
assessment of demand for swimming. In essence, if swimming pools are full 
to their theoretical capacity of 100% then there would simply not be the space 
to swim. Therefore the capacity of a swimming pool is reduced to 70% of its 
theoretical capacity and this is the level at which a pool is determined to be 
full. This 70% full level is referred to as the “comfort factor”.) So, in effect the 
estimate is that across CC and taking into account the import and export of 
swimming demand, the pools are well within the pools full level of 70% and 
there is considerable scope to increase pool usage.  

 

• So the level of swimming pool capacity being used in CC is close to the 
“pools full” level of 70% of the pool capacity in the base year of 2009.  

 

• Across the study area the average level of pool usage is 68.6% and CC is 
therefore below the study area average.  

 

• The highest level of pool usage is estimated to be in Wolverhampton 
where it is over the pools full level and it is estimated to be at 84.7% and the 
lowest is in fact at Cannock Chase.   

 
Travel Patterns to Swimming Pools 

 

• As already reported 77.7% of all visits to pools in CC are made by car, 3.7% 
of all visits are made by public transport – based on a 20 minute drive time 
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catchment; and 18.7% of all visits are made by walk to, based on a 20 
minute/1 mile walk to catchment area. 
 
The car borne percentage at 77.5% is a bit higher than the national 
average of around 73% of all trips to pools by car.  
 

• The estimate of just below 18.7% of all visits to swimming pools in CC being 
made on foot is in line with the national average of around 17% of visits to 
swimming pools on foot.  

 

• Across the study area there is a remarkable consistency in travel patterns to 
swimming pools with very limited variation between each authority. The 
lowest car borne percentage of visits is in Walsall but still a high 67.9% of 
all visits to pools. Correspondingly and not surprisingly Walsall has the 
highest on foot percentage of visits to pools on foot at 26.4%. The 
averages for the study area are: by car 78%, by public transport 5.2% and 
on foot 16.8%. 

 

• The full range of travel patterns to swimming pools by all travel modes is set 
out in table 4 below. 

 
Table 4: Travel Patterns to Swimming Pools for each Local Authority by Car, 
Public Transport and On Foot   

 
District As %age 

of peak 
period 

demand 

  Modal split    
percentage 

  

    By car By public 
transport 

On 
Foot 

Cannock Chase 97 78 4 19 
East 
Staffordshire 88 86 5 9 
Lichfield 94 89 3 8 
South 
Staffordshire 95 88 2 9 
Stafford 89 90 3 7 
Walsall 96 68 6 26 
Wolverhampton 89 71 9 20 
STUDY AREA 93 78 5 17 
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Annual Throughput  
 

• The model is able to estimate that the total annual throughput across the 
47 swimming pool sites in the study area and this is estimated to be 4.81m 
annual visits. 

 

• The estimated annual throughput for the 6 swimming pool sites in CC is 
441,507 visits. (Note: the model estimates the throughput for each centre 
based on the capacity of each centre and the total demand which lives within 
the catchment area. The model “sends” this demand to the nearest 
swimming pool location. The model’s estimate of throughput is therefore 
calculated on this basis and it is a theoretical throughput).  

 

• Throughput at individual facilities in CC is estimated to be:  
 

• Blake Valley Technology College 18,887 visits 

• Cannock Chase High School 55,495 visits 

• Chase Leisure Centre 105,238 visits 

• Fair Oak High School 14,321 visits 

• Nuffield Health and Fitness Centre 87,147 visits 

• Rugeley Leisure Centre 105,496 visits 
     

Retained, Exported and Imported Swimming Demand  
 

• It is important to set out how much of the demand for swimming  
 

• from CC residents is retained at CC’s swimming pools  
 

• is exported to pools in neighbouring authorities. This is based on 
the nearest swimming pool to some CC residents is located in a 
neighbouring local authority.  

 

• is imported into CC pools from residents in neighbouring 
authorities. This is based on their nearest swimming pool being 
located in CC  

 
Retained and Swimming Demand Exported from CC 
 

• Of the satisfied demand for swimming in run 1 which is from CC residents 
and is retained at CC’s swimming pools, it is some 3,449 visits (some  

• 66% of total satisfied demand).  
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• of the demand which is exported, some 1,697 visits (32%) are exported to 
Lichfield whilst 

 

• Walsall absorbs some 97 visits (2%).   
 

• Overall CC is retaining a very high level of its own demand for swimming at 
pools located in CC. In short, there is not a problem of accessibility to 
swimming pools by CC residents. Based on the location and catchment area 
of the 6 swimming pools it means that 66% of the satisfied demand for 
swimming in CC can be met by pools located in CC.  

 

• Chart 1 below is a pie chart which illustrates the CC satisfied demand for 
swimming retained at CC’s swimming pools and the amount exported to 
other authorities. The study area map is also alongside. 

 
Chart 1: CC Retained Demand and Swimming Demand Exported from CC.  

    
                           Run 1                                               Study Area 

           

CANNOCK CHASE

                  
                                                       

Imported Swimming Demand Into CC 
 

• CC also imports demand from residents in neighbouring authorities, whose 
nearest swimming pool to where they live is located in CC 

 

• Of the demand which is imported into CC from residents in neighbouring 
authorities and is satisfied at CC’s pools some  
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• 1,192 visits (20%) is imported from Wolverhampton and  
 

• after that imported demand is some 612 visits (11%) from South 
Staffordshire 

 

• Walsall with 378 visits (7%)  
 

• and Lichfield with 48 visits (1%) 
 

• distributed fairly evenly from Hereford and Worcester and Newcastle 
under Lyme at 270 and 317 visits, (2% each).  

 

• then Stafford, Powys and Wrexham at 164 visits, each (1% each).   
 

• Again it is possible to represent the import of demand in a pie chart and this 
is set out in chart 2 below, with the study area alongside. 

 
Chart 2: Imported Demand for Swimming into CC  

    
                            Run 1                                       Study Area 
 

              

CANNOCK CHASE

                                 
                                                     

  Representation of all types of demand and capacity  
 

• It is possible to illustrate and summarise all the findings described so far on all 
the types of demand: total; satisfied; unmet; as well as total capacity and utilised 
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capacity (defined as how full the pools are) in one table. This is set out in Table 
5 below and does provide comparative context for the findings reported for CC  
and the rest of the study area.  

 
o Total capacity is the highest value in all of the authorities – consistently 

 
o Used capacity (maroon colour column) is higher than total dmenad 

(cream colour column) in four authorities – Cannock Chase, East 
Staffordshire, Lichfield and Walsall – this means these authorities have a 
higher level of usage than their own demand and therefore they import 
demand from neighbouring authorities.  

 
o Satisfied demand (light blue colour column) is consistently close to total  

demand (cream colour column) in all authorities.  
 

o Unmet demand (terracotta colour column) based on the amount of 
demand which is located outside the catchment area of any swimming 
pool is very low in all authorities. Wolverhampton has the highest level of 
unmet demand at around 10% of total demand. Somewhat surprising 
given there are 8 swimming pool sites in this authority.  

 
Table 5 :Total Capacity, Utilised Capacity, Total Demand, Satisfied Demand and 
Unmet Demand Across the Study Area -  In Terms Of Weekly Visits In The 
Normal Peak Period   
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• This ends the report of main findings on run 1. 
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RUN 2: CANNOCK CHASE SWIMMING POOLS ASSESSMENT   
 
1)  BASED ON PROJECTED POPULATION IN 2019 ACROSS THE STUDY AREA. 
 
2) PROJECTED 1% ANNUAL INCREASE IN SWIMMING PARTICIPATION 
BETWEEN 2009 – 2019 (10% INCREASE IN TOTAL) ACROSS THE STUDY AREA   
 
3) NO CHANGES IN SWIMMING POOL SUPPLY ACROSS THE STUDY AREA 
BETWEEN RUNS 1 – 2. 
 
                                                                                                                    

   
 

100. There are two major change between runs1 and 2 these are   
  

• the impacts of the projected change in the population across the study 
between 2009 and 2021 and  

 

• the impact of the projected 1% annual increase in swimming participation 
between 2009 – 2019      

 
101.  There are NO CHANGES in swimming pool supply across the study area 

in run 2.  
 

102. Consequently, the main things to assess in run 2 are the impacts on the 
supply and demand balance for swimming pools created by the projected 
population increase and the projected increase in swimming participation.  

  
103. The findings reported under run 2 are focused on the impact of these 

projected changes. Where there are NO changes to the findings already 
reported under run 1 they are not repeated.  

 
Changes in the total population 2009 - 2019  

 

• In run 1 in CC the total population was 96,100 people and this is projected 
to increase in run 2 in 2019 to 102,200 people, an increase of 6,100 
people or an increase over the 2009 population of 6.34%.  

 

• The estimated total population across the study area in run 1 was 
1,030,300 people. By 2019 in run 2 this is projected to increase to 1,074,900 
people, a projected increase of 44,600 people, or a 4.3% increase over 
the 2009 population.   
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• CC has 9.3% of the total population across the study area in run 1 and in 
run 2 it has 9.5%. In effect, there is virtually no change in the proportion of 
the CC population as a proportion of the total for the study area.  

 
Table 6: 2009 and 2019 Population in CC and the Study Area  

 
             Run 2: 2019 Population                      Run 1: 2009 Population  
 

District Population 
Cannock Chase 102,200 
East 
Staffordshire 118,800 
Lichfield 106,600 
South 
Staffordshire 108,300 
Stafford 133,450 
Walsall 264,450 

Wolverhampton 241,050 
   STUDY AREA 1,074,900 

                                                                      
   

• Given the biggest impact in run 2 will be on the demand side from the 
population change and projected annual 1% increase in swimming 
participation, it is important to set out and assess the scale of these changes. 
Table 7 below sets out the projected changes in total demand between runs 
1 and 2.   

  

• The most significant finding from the projected population and 
participation increase on total demand is that it increases total demand in 
CC by some by only some 750 visits per week in the peak period. This is 
however a 13.7% increase over the 2009 total demand percentage. 

 

• So whilst the CC population increases by 6.3% between 2009 – 2019 plus 
there is a projected increase in swimming participation of 10%, the 
combined impact is to increase total swimming demand by 13.7% 
between 2009 – 2019.   

  

• To provide further context, this level of increase in total demand, of some 750 
visits per week in the peak period, equates to around 85 sq metres of water. 
Furthermore, on context, a 25 metres x 4 lanes swimming pool is 212 sq 
metres of water 

 

District Population 
Cannock Chase 96,100 
East 
Staffordshire 110,000 
Lichfield 99,000 
South 
Staffordshire 106,500 
Stafford 125,500 
Walsall 256,250 
Wolverhampton 236,850 
STUDY AREA 1,030,300 
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• It might be reasonable to expect a higher increase in swimming demand from 
the changes between 2009 – 2019.The reason for the “low” increase in total 
swimming demand is because the EXISTING RESIDENT POPULATION of 
some 96,100 people in run 1 is also aging by 10 years between runs 1 and 2. 
The aging of the population and out of the main age groups for swimming 
participation over these years is offsetting the new swimming demand 
created by the MARGINAL GROWTH IN NEW POPULATION of some 6,100 
people.   

 
Table 7: 2019 and 2009 Total Demand in Each Local Authority in the Study Area  

 
    Run 2: total demand (peak period)              Run 1:total demand (peak period) 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Location and Catchment Areas of Swimming Pools 
 

• There are no changes in the swimming pool supply in CC between runs 1 and 
2, it remains at 6 sites in CC. However there is an increase of 1 site in the 
study area to 48 sites in total and with the Wolverhampton supply increasing 
from 8 to 9 sites. 

 

• Given this very very minor change in supply, there are  NO CHANGES to 
report from the findings in run 1, in terms of:   

 
o total capacity for swimming  

  
o location and catchment area of swimming pools 

 
o accessibility to pools by the different travel modes 

 

District 
Demand   
(visits) 

Cannock Chase 5,450 
East                           
Staffordshire 6,150 
Lichfield 5,350 
South 
Staffordshire 5,600 
Stafford 6,750 
Walsall 14,450 
Wolverhampton 13,400 
STUDY AREA 57,100 

District 
Demand 
(visits) 

Cannock Chase 6,200 
East 
Staffordshire 7,150 
Lichfield 6,150 
South 
Staffordshire 6,050 
Stafford 7,700 
Walsall 16,250 
Wolverhampton 14,900 
STUDY AREA 64,450 
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Total demand/Satisfied demand /Unmet demand 
 

• As already reported, total demand for swimming increases in CC by some 750 
visits per week in the peak period. This is a 13.7% increase over the 2009 
total demand.  

 

•  The model estimates that of the total demand of 6,207 visits in CC, some 
5,775 visits are satisfied demand in run 2, up from 5,249 visits in run 1. So 
satisfied demand represents some 93% of total demand in run 2. This is a 
decrease of 3.6% on the 96.6% of satisfied demand in run 1.  The reason 
for satisfied demand decreasing is because some of the pools will now be full 
as a result of the projected increases in population and swimming demand and 
cannot absorb this additional demand (details reported under the throughput 
heading)  

  

• However satisfied demand at 93% of total demand is still very impressive.  
 

• Unmet demand for swimming pools in CC in run 2 is estimated to be 432 
visits in run 2, up from 189 visits in run 1. The percentage for unmet 
demand in run 2 is 7% which is a doubling from the run 1 figure of 3.5%.  

 

• Unmet demand in run 2 at 432 visits, equates to the equivalent of providing 
around 53 sq metres of water (a 25 metres x 4 lane swimming pool is 212 sq 
metres of water).  

 
Pool usage (how full are the swimming pools?) And Annual Throughputs 

 

• The changes in pool usage are an impact in run 2. Given there is now 
increased demand of 750 visits in 2019, compared with 2009, the level of pool 
capacity used should increase over the 2009 figure.  

 

• In run 2 the model is estimating that around 63.8% of the total capacity of all 
the pools in CC will be used in run 2. This is an increase over the run 1 
percentage of 59.9%.   

 

• There is variation between the level of pool capacity used at each site.  
 

Looking first at the reasons why the swimming pool SCC used capacity 
average has increased by 4% and then at individual pool sites.   
 
o A weekly peak period demand increase of 750 visits equates to a 

projected annual throughput increase in CC of 27,418 visits. The 
run 1 projected annual throughput was 369,950 visits and the run 2 
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projected annual throughput is 397,368 visits. So there is a 7.4% 
increase in the projected annual throughput for swimming between 
runs 1 and 2. 

  
o In run 2 some 64% of the satisfied demand for swimming (3,736 

visits) at CC’s pools is from CC residents. So in 2019 CC is retaining a 
high percentage of its own demand at its pools and this will increase the 
level of used capacity.   

 
o Whilst total demand has increased by 750 visits between 2009 and 

2019, the level of unmet demand (predominantly the demand which is 
located outside the catchment area of any swimming pool) has 
increased by 243 visits to a total of 432 visits in run 2. This means 
most of the new demand created is located inside the catchment area of 
a swimming pool and this will also increase the level of pool capacity 
used. This is the third reason as to why used capacity will increase 
between runs 1 and 2.   

   

• Turning to the impact of the increase in used capacity at individual sites this is 
best illustrated by Graph 1 which shows the changes in projected annual 
throughputs at all the individual pool sites across runs 1 – 3. 

 

• As can be seen from the graph there is 1 swimming pool sites where the 
projected throughput remains almost static between runs 1 and 2, this 
being  Fair Oak.  There are 2 sites where the projected throughput goes 
up, these being Rugeley Leisure Centre and Nuffield Health and Fitness 
Centre. With 3 pools where the projected throughput goes down, these 
being and Blake Valley Technology College, Cannock Chase High School  
and Chase Leisure Centre (which is replaced in run 3), despite there being 
a projected 27,418 increase in throughput in SCC between 2009 – 2019.The 
swimming pools are 

 
o Blake Valley Technology College 17,504 visits in run 2 down from  

18,887 visits in run 1     
  

o Cannock Chase High School 37,835 visits in run 2, down from 
38,861 visits in run 1   

 
o Chase Leisure Centre 95,819 visits in run 2, down from 105,238 

visits in run 1    
 

o Fair Oak High School 14,319 visits in run 2, unchanged from 14,321   
visits in run 1   
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o Nuffield Health and Fitness Centre 106,007 visits in run 2, up from 

87,147 visits in run 1 
 

o  Rugeley Leisure Centre 125,884 visits in run 2, up from 105,496 
visits in run 1.   

 

• Graph 1 sets out and plots these changes for the six pool sites.    
  

Graph 1: Changes in Projected Annual Throughputs at all the Individual CC Pool Sites 
Runs 1 – 3. 
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Used Capacity 

 

• In terms of what these changes mean in the projected annual throughputs 
means in relation to how much of the swimming pool capacity is used in run 
2, this is now evaluated and then set out in Table 8 below.  

 

• As can be seen there are several sites which are now 2 sites above the 
“pools full level” of 80% of used capacity. This is the explanation as to why 
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unmet demand doubles between runs 1 and 2. There are also some big 
variations between the individual pool used capacity percentages and 
therefore the CC average is somewhat misleading when considering 
individual sites. 

  
Table 8: Percentage of Used Swimming Pool Capacity Run 2    

 
Centre                                                % of Used Capacity  
 

o  Blake Valley Technology College                          34.9%                                    
o Cannock Chase High School                                  67.6% 
o Chase Leisure Centre                                             37.4%                                  
o Fair Oak High School                                              73.7% 
o Nuffield Health and Fitness Centre                        100.6% 
o Rugeley Leisure Centre                                         109.7%        

                                                          
Travel Patterns to Swimming Pools 

 

• The percentage change in the travel patterns to swimming pools between 
runs 1 and 2 is virtually unchanged between runs 1 and 2 and therefore there 
is nothing to comment on.  
 
For information the run 2 percentages for each travel mode and with the run 
1 percentage in brackets are, by car in run 2 it is 77.5% (77.7% in run 1). By 
public transport in run 2 it is 3.6% (3.7% in run 1). By walk to in run 2 it is 
18.9% (run 1 it was 18.7%)  

 
Retained, Exported and Imported Swimming Demand  

 

• There are no changes in the number of swimming pool sites between 
runs 1 and 2 in CC, it remains at 6 sites. Across the study area there is an 
increase of 1 new pool in Wolverhampton, which brings the number of 
study area sites up to a total of 47 sites.  

 

• What influences and changes the level of retained, exported and imported 
demand will be changes in the number or location of pools NOT from the 
projected increase in population and the projected 1% annual increase in 
swimming participation.  

 
In terms of the retained and exported swimming satisfied demand this is 
virtually unchanged from run 1. Consequently the pie charts on retained, 
exported and imported demand are not repeated here.                          
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Representation of all types of demand and capacity  
 

• In the representation of all the types of demand: total; satisfied; unmet; as 
well as total capacity and utilised capacity (defined as how full the pools are) 
there are slight increases in the total demand (cream colour column), used 
capacity (maroon colour column) and unmet demand (terracotta colour 
column) for each authority. Given these slight changes from run 1, there is 
nothing additional to report from the extensive findings already reported. 
However the tables for runs 2 are set out for illustration.  

 

Table 9: Total Capacity, Utilised Capacity, Total Demand, Satisfied Demand and 
Unmet Demand Across the Study Area -  In Terms Of Weekly Visits In The 
Normal Peak Period   
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• This ends the reporting of the main findings under run 2. 
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RUN 3:   CANNOCK CHASE SWIMMING POOLS  ASSESSMENT:   
 
1)  2019 POPULATION PROJECTION AND A PROJECTED ANNUAL 1% 
INCREASE IN SWIMMING PARTICIPATION BETWEEN 2009 – 2019. BOTH AS 
RUN 2 
 
2) REPLACE CHASE LEISURE CENTRE (WITH A 25METRE X 17 METRE 8 LANE 
POOL AND A 12.5 X 6M LEARNER POOL) 
 
3) CLOSE  
 
i) BLAKE VALLEY TECHNOLOGY COLLEGE (238 SQ METRES OF WATER) AND  
 
ii) FAIR OAK HIGH SCHOOOL POOL (144 SQ METRES OF WATER)   
 

 
104. The changes between runs 2 and 3 are: 

 

• The replacement of Chase Leisure Centre with a 25m x 17m 8 lane pool and 
12.5m x 6 metre learner pool 

 

• The closure of the existing swimming pools at  
 

o Blake Valley Technology College and 
  

o Fair Oak High School  
 

• The existing Chase Leisure Centre is 491 sq metres of water and the 
replacement pool is 500 sq metres of water – so virtually no change in 
scale.  

 

• How ever the closure of Blake Valley Technology College Pool and Fair 
Oak High School results in a combined reduction of 382 sq metres of 
water in CCDC  

 
105. There are NO CHANGES in run 3 to the rate or frequency of swimming 

participation; these remain as in run 2  
 

106. There are NO CHANGES in run 3 to the population base year, this 
remains as 2019, as in run 2.   
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107. Consequently, the main impacts to assess in run 3 are going to be the 

impacts of the replacement Chase Leisure Centre pool and closure of the 2 
existing pools at Blake Valley Technology College and Fair Oak School and 
the net decrease in swimming pool supply across CC. In particular, the extent 
to which pools individually are full and the impact across CC as a whole 
resulting from the decreases in swimming pool supply. 

 
108. The findings reported under run 3 are focused on the impact of these 

projected changes. Where there are NO changes to the findings already 
reported under runs 1 and 2 these are not repeated.  

 
Population levels and total demand  

 

• There are no changes to report under population and total demand between 
runs 2 and 3  

 

• The estimated total population in CC in 2019 in run 3 is 102,221 people 
and this remains unchanged from run 2.  

 

• The estimated total demand for swimming in run 3 in CC is 6,207 visits 
and this remains unchanged from run 2.  

 
Location, Catchment Areas and Accessibility to Swimming Pools  

 

• The number of pool sites in CC decreases by 2 sites to a total of 4 sites in 
run 3. The location of the replacement Chase Leisure Centre is on the 
same site as the existing pool and so this will not change the 
accessibility findings for Chase.   

 

• The location of the 4 pool sites in run 3 is set out in Map 3 below with the 1 
mile/20 minute walk to catchment area.  The obvious change from the same 
map for runs 1 and 2 is the (now) 1 pool site in Rugeley and the loss of the 
Blake Valley Pool to the north of Cannock itself. This is all  set out in map 3 
below 

 
 
Map 3 Location and Catchment Areas for Pools Based on the 20 minutes/1 mile walk to 
Catchment Area 
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CANNOCK POOLS FPM ANALYSIS
RUN 3 REPLACE CHASE LC, CLOSE SCHOOL POOLS MOST AT RISK

� Replacement/Proposal

 
                        
                         

•  In terms of the impact of these 2 pool closures on accessibility to pools, 
it is considerable. 

 

• Based on the 20 minute/1 mile walk to catchment area in run 3 there is 
less accessibility to swimming pools.  Some 48% of the CC population now 
live outside the walk to catchment area of any swimming pool (25% in 
run 2). Some 37% of the CC population live within the catchment are of 
one swimming pool (26% in run 2) and 15% of the CC population live 
within the catchment area of 2 swimming pools (37% in run 2). 
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• So there is an increase in the percentage of the CC population who have 
access to any swimming pool and a reduction in the number and choice of 
swimming pools in the 2 pools or more categories.   

 

• In run 3 it is estimated that some 15% of all visits to swimming pools in CC 
are on foot.   

 

• Set out for run 3 in Table 10 below is the bar chart showing percentage of the 
population who have access to swimming pools based on the walk to 
catchment area. For comparison the bar chart from run 2 is set out at Table 
11.    

 

Table 10:  Percentage of the CC Population with Access to a Swimming Pool 
Based on the 20 Minute/1 Mile Walk to Catchment Area of a Swimming Pool 
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Table 11 (Run 2) Percentage of the CC Population with Access to a Swimming 
Pool Based on the 20 Minute/1 Mile Walk to Catchment Area of a Swimming 
Pool   
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• In terms of the percentage of the population who have access to swimming 
pools based on the 20 minute drive time in run 3 there is little change. In run 
3 some 88% of the CC population live within the catchment area of 2+ 
swimming pools based on the drive to catchment area. In run 2 it was 92% 
of the CC population. 

 

• In run 3 it is estimated some 80% of all visits to pools in CC are made by 
car. The number of pool sites accessible to the CC population based on 
the drive to catchment is set out in map 4 below. 

 
Map 4: Number of Accessible Pools Based on the 20 Minute Drive Time Catchment 
Area of Pools  
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CANNOCK POOLS FPM ANALYSIS
RUN 3 REPLACE CHASE LC, CLOSE SCHOOL POOLS MOST AT RISK

 
                

 

Number of Swimming Pool Sites and Total Capacity   
 

• The single biggest impacts to report on under run 3 are the changes in 
swimming pool capacity between runs 2 and 3 and the effect this has on 
pool capacity used 

 

• In run 3, there are 4 swimming pool sites in CC, a reduction of 2 pool sites 
over run 2. These 4 sites now have a total capacity (or supply) of 8,342 
visits. This is a reduction of 1,340 visits over the run 2 capacity of 9,682 
visits per week, or put another way a 13.8% reduction in supply.  
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• This 13.8% reduction in swimming pool capacity across CC in run 3 is 
directly because of the closure of the pools at Blake Valley and Fair Oaks 
school.  

 

• The impact of these two pool closures is to the decrease the total water area 
from 1,192 sq metres of water in run 2 to 1,027 sq metres of water in run 3.  

 

• In run 3 CC has 8.4% of the total water space across the study area, this is a 
decrease from the 9.6% of total water space in the study area in runs 1 and 2.   

 

• Pool supply and capacity remains unchanged in the other authorities in the 
study area – there are a total of 44 sites in the remainder of the study area.  

 
 Total Capacity / Total Demand / Supply and Demand Balance  

 

• The knock on effect of the decrease in water space because of the closures of 
Blake Valley and Fair Oaks school pool is that the total capacity for swimming 
in CC at its now 4 sites in run 3 is 8,342 visits. This is a decrease over the 
runs 1 and 2 capacity figure of 9,342 visits. So there is a decrease in 
swimming pool capacity in run 3 of some 1,340 visits.   

 

•  Total demand as a percentage of total capacity in run 3 is 74.4%. In run 2 it 
was 64.1%.   

 
Satisfied Demand and Unmet Demand    

 

• Given the decrease in supply it is reasonable to assume that satisfied demand 
for swimming will also decrease in run 3. However the level of decrease is 
very small and satisfied demand is 92.7% of total demand. This is a very 
small decrease on the run 2 percentage of satisfied demand at 93%. The 
reason for the low decrease is because total demand for swimming is less than 
total supply.   

 

• Similarly the level of unmet demand only increases by a very small amount to 
432 visits, 7.3% of total demand in run 3 and up from 432 visits (7% of 
total demand in run 2).   

  

• The biggest single area of unmet demand  is still the area to the immediate 
east and then the area further SE of Cannock itself.   
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• However it is important to put this level of unmet demand and travel 
percentage of visits to pools by walk to into context. 

 

• Unmet demand in run 3 is some 456 visits, which is 7.3% of total demand 
(in run 2 it was 432 visits and some 7% of total demand). 456 visits equates to 
53 sq metres of water.  

 

• In run 3 some 15% of all visits to pools are by walking with some 80% of 
visits to pools by car and around 4% of all visits to pools by public 
transport.  

 

• So to put this into perspective, there is an unmet demand of some 456 visits in 
run 3, some 7% of total demand. Virtually all of this unmet demand is from 
demand located outside the walk to catchment of any pool but only 15% of 
visits to pools are made on foot. 

 
Pool usage (how full are the swimming pools?) 

 

• The level of pool usage is the biggest impact from run 3. In run 3 the 
percentage of pool capacity used is 94.2%. This is a very very substantial 
increase over the 63.8% of used capacity in run 2 and the 59.9% in run 1.   

 

• In run 3, the level of pool used capacity is now considerably above the “pools 
full” level of 70%.  In effect, the 2 pool closures at Blake Valley Technology 
College and Fair Oaks school sites is creating considerable increased usage 
at the remaining 4 pool sites in CC. Meantime, the replacement Chase 
Leisure Centre pool is having a “draw effect” to it because it is assumed this is 
the only new pool provision and the remaining 44 pool sites in  the study area 
do not change, So this will increase the used capacity at Chase and push up 
the district wide percentage of used capacity 

 

• Of note, some 78% of all visits to pools in run 3 are by car and as can be seen 
from Table 11 below, some 90% of all the study area population have access 
to 2+ swimming pools based on the 20 minute drive time catchment area. 
This is even higher in Lichfield, Walsall and Wolverhampton, where100% of 
the population has this level of accessibility to pools.  

 
Table 11. Percentage of the Study Area Population with Access to a Swimming Pool 
Based on the 20 Minute Drive To Catchment Area of a Swimming Pool   
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• So, in summary, the effect of the 2 pools closures in CC is to increase the 
level of swimming pool capacity used at the remaining 4 pool sites in CC. To 
the extent that it is estimated that the used capacity of pools is some 94% of 
their total capacity and way above the pools full level of 70%. This is because: 

 
o There is a reduction in pool sites in CC from 6 to 4 sites.  

   
o The Chase Leisure Centre pool is the only replacement or new pool 

across the study area. Consequently there will be a draw effect to this 
CC pool based on people living within the 20 minute drive time 
catchment area of this pool. 

 
o There is a very high level of travel to swimming pools by car and in CC 

some 80% of visits to pools are by car and across the study area it is 
78% of all visits to pools. 

 
o There is a very high accessibility to pools based on drive time 

catchment, with 88% of the CC population having access to 2+ 
swimming pools based on the 20 minute drive time and 90% of the 
study area population having this accessibility level and in 3 authorities 
it is 100% of the population. 

 

• In terms of where CC is drawing swimming demand from this is notably 
from:  
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o South Staffordshire where the used capacity of its 4 pool sites 
reduces to 58.6% down from 68% in run 2.  

 
o Lichfield where swimming pool capacity used drops from 85.8% in 

run 2 to 81.3% in run 3.  
  

• The Chase Leisure Centre replacement pool is drawing demand to CC from 
South Staffordshire and it is very accessible because of the predominance of 
car borne travel to pools right across the study area and the high population 
level that can get to a 2+ swimming pools, in a 20 minute drive time 
catchment (details reported under accessibility heading).  

 
Travel Patterns to Swimming Pools 

 

• There is a slight shift in the travel patterns to swimming pools between runs 2 
and 3. In run 3 some 80.6% of visits to pools are made by car, ( 77.5% in 
run 2),  4% made by public transport (3.6% in run 2) and 15.4% on foot 
(18.9% in run 2).  
 

Annual throughput 
 

• This is a big impact of run 3 and the model estimates that the total annual 
throughput for the now 4 swimming pool sites in CC is 520,780 visits in run 
3, up from 398,368 visits in run 2. (Note: the model estimates the 
throughput for each centre based on the capacity of each centre and the total 
demand which lives within the catchment area. The model “sends” this 
demand to the nearest swimming pool location. The model’s estimate of 
throughput is therefore calculated on this basis and it is a theoretical 
throughput).  

 

• The reason for the increase of 123,412 visits, or, the 31% increase in 
projected throughout when run 3 is compared with run 2 is because of the 
projected change in throughput for the Chase Leisure Centre. In run 2 this 
very old swimming pool had a projected throughput of 95,819 visits. In run 3 
the projected throughput for Chase is 261,204 visits, an increase of 
165,385 visits.     

 

• Chase is the only new/replacement pool in run 3 and it is assumed there are 
no changes in the other 42 swimming pool sites across the study area. 
These pools are 10 years old than they were in run 1 and therefore the age 
and condition of these unmodernised pools will be that much more 
unattractive when compared with Chase. Hence another reason for the draw 
effect of Chase in creating this very big increase in projected throughput. 
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•  The projected throughput for each of the 4 CC pools in run 3 are set out 
below (with the run 2 figure in brackets)      

 
   Projected annual throughputs for CC Pool Sites Runs 3 and 2  

 
  
o Cannock Chase High School 35,076 visits (37,835 visits in run 2)   

 
o Chase Leisure Centre Replacement 261,024 visits (95,819 visits in 

run 2)   
 

o Nuffield Health and Fitness Centre 98,615 visits (106,007 visits in run 2)  
 

o  Rugeley Leisure Centre 125,884 visits in run 3 (unchanged from run 2)   
 

• Another way to illustrate these changes in throughput is with the graph of 
projected throughputs for each centre over the course of the three runs. As 
can be seen from graph 1 below the dramatic increase in the Chase Leisure 
Centre between runs 2 and 3 can be contrasted with the near and near “no 
change” in projected throughput at the other (now) three centres.     
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Graph 1: Changes in Projected Annual Throughputs at all the Individual CC Pool Sites 
Runs 1 – 3. 
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Retained and Exported Swimming Demand from CC 

 

• The changes in pool sites from 6 to 4 and a replacement pool at Chase 
Leisure centre does lead to a greater retention of CC’s own demand for 
swimming being retained at its own pools. In effect, the closure of the 2 
school swimming pool sites is re-distributing the CC demand around 
Cannock itself and this can be shown in the retained, exported and imported 
satisfied demand findings.  

 

• Of the satisfied demand for swimming in run 3 which is from CC residents 
and is retained at CC’s swimming pools, it is some 4,232 visits 74% of 
satisfied demand, in run 2 it was 3,736 and 64%. So the impact of the pool 
closures and upgrading of Chase is to increase the level of CC demand for 
swimming retained at CC’s now 4 pools by 10%.  

 

• Of the demand which is exported most goes to Lichfield with some 1,449 
visits (25%). It was 1,938 visits (34%) in run 2. So it is the CC demand  
previously exported to Lichfield which is now retained at CC’s four pool sites.  
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• For illustration, the pie charts for runs 3 and 2 for retained and exported 
demand, together with the study area map are set out next. 

 
Chart 3: CC Retained Demand and Export of Swimming Demand from CC Runs 3 and 
2.  

 
                Run 3                                                 Run 2 
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                                                                  Study Area  
 

                                                      
 

Imported Swimming Demand into CC 
 

• In terms of demand imported into CC and which is satisfied at CC’s 
swimming pools, the draw effect is evident. This is especially true of drawing 
demand from Wolverhampton which decreases and from South Staffordshire 
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and Walsall which increase. In run 3 some 46% of the demand for 
swimming which is satisfied at CC’s pools is imported, in run 2 it was 
34%.   

 

• Most of the imported demand comes from Wolverhampton and some 1,732 
visits, 22% of the imported demand satisfied at CC’s pools is from 
Wolverhampton. In run 2 it was 1,308 visits, 28% of satisfied demand. So 
whilst it remains the area of biggest import it is reduced from run 2 

 

•  Some 1,046 visits, 3% of satisfied demand is imported from South 
Staffordshire. In run 2 it was 567 visits (9%). Whilst 620 visits, 8% of satisfied 
demand is imported from Walsall, in run 2 it was 367 visits, some 6% of 
satisfied demand. Some 102 visits, 1% of satisfied demand is imported from 
Lichfield and in run 2 it was also 1%.   

 

• Again for illustration, the pie charts for runs 3 and 2 for imported demand, 
together with the study area map are set out next. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chart 4 Imported Demands into CC Runs 3 and 2.  
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Representation of all types of demand and capacity  
 

• In the representation of all the types of demand: total; satisfied; unmet; as 
well as total capacity and utilised capacity (defined as how full the pools are) 
there is only one significant change. 

 

•  The level of used capacity (maroon colour column) is now very similar to 
total capacity (indigo colour column). This is a direct reflection of the estimate 
that used capacity is now some 94% of total capacity in run 3. 

 

• There is nothing additional to report from the findings already reported under 
this heading in runs 1 and 2. The all headings table is set out for run 3 in 
Table 12. 
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Table 12: Total Capacity, Utilised Capacity, Total Demand, Satisfied Demand and 
Unmet Demand Across the Study Area -  In Terms Of Weekly Visits In The Normal 
Peak Period   
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• This ends the reporting of the main findings under run 3. 
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  NEXT STEPS AND WAY FORWARD    
 

109. The aim of this report is to set out the findings from the analysis of three 
sets of runs on the current and potential future provision for swimming in 
Cannock Chase and the surrounding study area over the period 2009 – 2019.  

 
110. This is based on making changes to the swimming pool provision in 

Cannock Chase over the 2009 – 2019 period. Also assessing the impact of the 
projected population growth over this ten year period and a projected 1% 
increase in swimming participation has on swimming demand and distribution.  

 
111. The outcome of this work and report is not to SET the strategic direction 

for future provision for swimming in CC but to INFORM it. In particular to 
 

• set out views on how well the demand for swimming is being met by CC’s  
swimming pool provision,  

 

• assess the impact of the  projected changes in swimming pool supply and 
locations has on the CC area and the three sub areas,  

 

• assess the impact of the  projected changes in population growth over the 
2009 -2019 period has on swimming supply and demand ,  

 

• assess the impact of a projected 1% increase in swimming participation has 
on the supply and demand for swimming across CC over the 2009 – 2019 
period. 

 

• assess the location and scale of any unmet demand for swimming    
 

• assess how accessible the swimming pools are by three different travel 
modes and their catchment areas, plus set out how people travel to pools, by 
each of these travel modes   

 

• assess how the location of swimming pool supply and demand in authorities 
which neighbour CC influences both the import of demand from residents in 
neighbouring authorities into CC and the export of CC’s swimming demand 
to pools in neighbouring authorities.  

 
112. The report has attempted to provide the baseline position on all these 

factors in run 1 with the key findings. Then to identify the most significant 
findings, related to the specific changes made in runs 2 – 3.  
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113. It is hoped this study and report has achieved those outputs and does 
assist in providing an evidence base for the future strategic planning on the 
provision for swimming across Cannock Chase.  

 
 
David Payne  

Genesis Consulting  

16 September 2009 
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APPENDIX 1  

CANNOCK CHASE DISTRICT COUNCIL  
 
BRIEF FOR STRATEGIC PLANNING ASSESSMENT FOR SWIMMING POOLS 
 
Assessment based on application of Sport England’s Facilities Planning Model (FPM) 
 

July 2009  
 

Brief Description of Project 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

The key objectives of the FPM run are: 
 

• To evaluate the degree to which the current facilities in the district are appropriate in terms of size, quality, 
specification and location to meet current needs 

 

• To assess the adequacy of existing provision to meet future demand for swimming pools in the context of the 
projected increase in population, anticipated change in the population profile and the impact of participation 
increases on the adequacy of pools in the district 

 

• To inform investment decisions in the context of participation and population changes. 
 

• To assess the extent to which demand for swimming by Cannock residents is met by swimming pools located in 
the district (retained demand) or is exported to other authorities (exported demand) 

 

• To assess the extent to which demand for swimming at pools in Cannock is from residents in neighbouring 
authorities – how much and from which authorities (imported demand)   

             

• To assess how accessible the swimming pools in Cannock are to the resident population based on the drive to 
and walk to catchment areas of pools 

 

• To assess the impact on the supply and demand for swimming across Cannock from the closure of existing 
pools considered to be most and risk and the opening of replacement pool at Cannock Leisure Centre.   

 

• To provide an evidence base for the assessment of need for pools across the authority, which is spatially based 
and identifies the supply and demand balance, any geographical areas of unmet demand/spare capacity and 
the scale? 

 

• To identify the travel patterns to pools by each of car borne, public transport and walk to. Each with its own 
defined catchments and the percentage of demand travelling by each mode.  

 

• Use these findings to assess how well the existing pool provision/locations are meeting accessibility standards 
and whether there are any areas of the authority which are outside the catchment area of any pool, based on 
these accessibility standards and catchments.    

 

• To assess how full the pools are based on the current population and sports participation and frequency and 
then the changes based on the projected changes in population and pool participation and modelled facility 
changes.  

 

• To determine if there is a need for any further provision to meet these projected changes. If so, to identify the 
key priority locations for any future provision and scale of pool requirements. 
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Study Area: 
Cannock Chase District Council 
South Staffordshire District Council 
Stafford Borough Council 
East Staffordshire Borough Council 
Lichfield District Council 
Wolverhampton 
Walsall Metropolitan Council 

 
Default Model Rule Filter 
 
Pools- to be applied to all Runs  

• Include all Operational Indoor Pools available for community use i.e. pay and play, 
membership, Sports Club/Community Association 

• Exclude all pools not available for community use i.e. private use 

• Exclude all outdoor pools i.e. Lidos 

• Exclude all pools where the main pool is less than less than 140 square metres in 
CANNOCK ONLY, otherwise less than 160 m2.1  

 
Database 

 
Active Places Database as at June 2009, including changes notified by Cannock Chase 
Borough Council 
 
Attractiveness Weightings 

• Model default weightings to be used for all runs. 

• Weighting based on (i) the year the facility was built and the year it was refurbished, 
unless stated in individual run. 

• The same weightings to apply to all water space on a single site. 

• IMD score of output areas to be used to limit attractiveness of commercial pools –
applied to population. 

 

Population projections: 
 
All runs to use ONS 2009 based Sub-National Population Projections. 
 

• RUN1    2009   ONS Projections 

• RUN 2   2019   ONS Projections 

• RUN 3   2019   ONS Projections 
 

ONS projections to be used for Cannock, study area and England 
 

                                                 
1
  FPM standard rules exclude pools smaller than 160m which is equivalent to a 20m x 8m pool. This assumption will normally 

exclude very small pools, such as plunge pools and hotel pools.  This threshold has been reduced in this run for Cannock to ensure 
Fair Oak High School pool is included as it is used regularly and is under threat of closure as a result of BSF. 
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Commitments  
 
To replace Meadowside Leisure Centre pools, Burton on Trent 
To build a new pool at Bilston Leisure Centre, Wolverhampton 
 

Outputs 
 

• Full outputs for all Local Authorities within the study areas within each run.  
 

• Maps - location/walking catchment, unmet demand, aggregated unmet demand, relative 
share. 

 

Participation Increases 
 
The following increase to demand to be applied to runs; 

 

• 1% increase in active participation per annum, so a projected increase of 10% in total 
in swimming participation between 2009 and 2019 

 
 

RUN SCHEDULE 
 
RUN 1 :  Existing position 
 
Current supply of swimming facilities (with updated/checking of existing facilities data), based 
on 2009 population estimates. 
 
RUN 2 :  Existing Provision  with 2019 population projections and participation increases  
 
As Run 1, but with population and participation increases (and the commitments set out above) 
 
RUN 3 :  Scenario 1  - Replace Chase Leisure Centre pool and close school pools most at risk 
 
As Run 2, but with –  
 

• Replace Chase Leisure Centre pools (ID – 2012868 and 869) with a 25m x 17m, 8 lane 
pool and learner pool (12.5m x 6m) 

 

• Close Blake Valley Technology College pool, Cannock (ID – 2012863) and Fair Oak 
High School pool, Rugeley, (ID - 2221283) 
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FACILITY DETAILS OF PROPOSALS TO BE TESTED – New facilities in bold 
 

Facilities Facility ID Length 
Width 

(Lanes) 
Water 

Space M
2 
 

Run 1 Run 2 
Run 3 

BLAKE VALLEY 
TECHNOLOGY COLLEGE 

2012863 17 4 238 1 1 0 

CANNOCK CHASE HIGH 
SCHOOL 

2222573 17 4 170 1 1 1 

CHASE LEISURE CENTRE 2012868 33.3 6 416 1 1 0 

CHASE LEISURE CENTRE 2012869 12.5 0 75 1 1 0 

CHASE LEISURE 
CENTRE 

2012868 25 8 425 0 0 1 

CHASE LEISURE 
CENTRE 

2012869 12.5 0 75 0 0 1 

FAIR OAK HIGH SCHOOL 2221283 18 4 144 1 1 0 

NUFFIELD HEALTH 
FITNESS & WELLBEING 

2011326 20 0 160 1 1 1 

RUGELEY LEISURE 
CENTRE 

2077051 25 6 325 1 1 1 
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INTRODUCTION AND PROJECT BRIEF  
 

 
 

1. Along with provision for swimming pools, Cannock Chase District Council 
(now referenced as CC) wishes to review the provision for sports halls 
across the authority.  

  
2. CC wish to assess the extent to which the supply of sports halls is meeting 

current demand in 2009 based on the current levels of population across 
CC.  

 
3. Then to consider the impact of projected changes in population in the 

authority and the authorities surrounding CC, plus Wolverhampton has on 
the demand and supply for sports halls. To do this combined with a 
projected 1% increase in sports hall participation over 10 years. So overall 
to assess the supply and demand balance for sports halls in 2019.   

 
4. This report presents the findings from an analysis of the supply and 

demand for sports halls to meet all of these CC objectives. The report is 
based upon an analysis of findings from applying the Sport England 
Facilities Planning Model.  

 
Project Brief 
 

5. In order to undertake this work it requires undertaking a number of different 
pieces of analysis, so as to build up the picture of change. This is based on 
2 separate scenarios (known as runs). These runs are:    

 

• Run 1 is the baseline position of supply and demand for sports halls in CC 
and the surrounding local authorities in 2009. This is based on the current 
levels of participation and frequency in indoor hall sports. Plus the 2009 
population estimate and the current supply of sports halls in CC and the 
surrounding local authorities.  

 
The output from Run 1 provides the baseline position of the current 
supply and demand for sports halls in 2009.   

 

• Run 2 assess the projected changes in the CC and the wider study area 
population up to 2019. The assumption based on ONS projections is that the 
CC population in 2019 will be 102,200 people and the study area population 
will be 1,074,900 people.  

 
Run 2 also includes an annual projected 1% increase in the rate of hall 
sports participation, so a total 10% increase in hall sports participation 
between 2009 – 2019.   
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Based on these projected changes, the run 2 output provides the 
strategic assessment of how the supply and demand for sports halls 
changes from the baseline position in 2009, to the position in 2019 
based on the population growth and projected 10% total increase in hall 
sports participation.  

 
6. The full study brief for the sports halls fpm analysis, together with the 

parameters for the study are set out in Appendix1 to this report.    
 
 Framework For The Study  
 

7. Before setting out the Executive Summary for the report with the key 
findings, followed by the main report, it is important to set out the 
framework for the study. This provides some points of explanation as to 
how the study has been undertaken, thereby providing a context for the 
report’s findings. 

 
The Study Area  

 
8. The customers for sports halls, like swimming pools, do not reflect local 

authority boundaries and whilst there are management and pricing 
incentives (and possibly disincentives) for customers to use sports facilities 
located in the area in which they live, there are some big determinants as to 
which sports halls people will choose to use.  

 
9. These are based on: how close the sports hall is to where people live; the 

age and condition of the sports hall and inherently its attractiveness; other 
facilities within/on the site such as a fitness suite; personal and family 
choice; and reasons for using sports halls, like clubs based there or regular 
league play. 

  
10.  Consequently, in determining the ”Cannock Chase” position in the supply 

and demand for sports halls, it is very important to take full account of the 
sports halls in all the neighbouring local authorities to CC. In particular, to 
assess the impact of overlapping catchment areas of sports halls around 
CC. The nearest sports hall for some CC residents maybe located outside 
the authority (known as exported demand) and for some residents of 
neighbouring authorities their nearest sports hall  is inside CC (known as 
imported demand).  

 
11. Taking account of all these import and export effects is done by 

establishing a study area which places Cannock Chase at the heart of the 
study and assesses the import and export of demand into and out of CC 
and reflects the location, age, condition and content of all the sports halls.  
In total, there are 76 sports halls sites across the study area and 7 in CC. 
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12.  The study area comprises the 5 local authorities which surround CC and 

Wolverhampton is set out below.  
 
                                              

 The Study Area   
 

                                      
 
What Information Is Produced From This Study?  
 

13.  The information produced by this study analyses contains the findings on 
the supply and demand for sports halls for the base year of 2009. Then the 
projected demand for sports halls in 2019 based on projected changes in 
population between the two years and the projected annual 1% increase in 
hall sports.  

 
14. This study and report sets out:  

 

• how accessible sports halls are based on three travel catchments: drive to; 
public transport; and walk to 

 

• the supply and demand for sports halls within CC and makes comparisons 
with other authorities in the study area; 

 

• the level of total demand for sports halls in CC and how much of this demand 
is satisfied demand, how much is unmet demand and again with 
comparisons with other authorities in the study area; 

 

• if there is unmet demand in CC, what is the scale of this unmet demand, 
expressed in number of badminton courts;   
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• how full the sports halls are estimated to be and what is the level of used 
sports hall capacity;   

 

• what is the level of demand for sports halls from CC residents which is met 
(retained) at sports halls located in CC     

 

• how much of CC’s residents demand for sports halls is exported to facilities 
in neighbouring authorities, where CC residents live within the catchment 
area of a sports hall in a neighbouring authority  

 

• how much demand is imported into CC  from residents in neighbouring local 
authorities, who live within the catchment area of a sports hall located in CC  

 

• what is the travel profile for sports halls across CC for example what is the 
estimated percentage of travel to sports halls by car, public transport and 
“walk to”?  

 
Definitions and terms  
 

15.  Before reporting the findings from the study, there are three points to 
note on definitions and terms.  

 
16. Firstly, is the term for expressing both the demand and supply (supply is 

also referred to as capacity in this report) for sports halls is known as “visits 
per week in the weekly peak period”. The weekly peak period is 40.5 hours 
per week and it is estimated that 60% of the total weekly sports hall 
throughput occurs in these hours.   To save endless repetition of this 
lengthy term it is expressed simply as visits, or, visits per week from now on 
in the report.  

 
17.  Secondly, there is what is known as a “comfort factor” which is applied to 

the assessment of demand for sports halls. In essence, if sports halls were 
full to their theoretical capacity, then there would simple not be the space to 
participate comfortably. In addition, there is a need to take account of 
people changing or even teams on and teams off inside the sports hall 
itself. To account for all these factors therefore the capacity of a sports hall 
is reduced to 80% of its theoretical capacity and this is the level at which a 
pool is determined to be full. This 80% full level is referred to as the 
“comfort factor”.   

 
18. Thirdly, all existing indoor sports halls of at least 3 badminton courts and 

which are available for community use, for all or part of the weekly peak 
period, are included in this assessment. All sports halls which have no 
access for community use are excluded.  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY FROM THE SPORTS HALL ASSESSMENT  

 
19. This is the Executive Summary report for sports halls. It is presented by 

setting out and then answering the key headline questions which arise from 
the analysis of each of the four runs.   

 
20. By taking this question and answer approach, it focuses on presenting the 

key findings from a particular run. It also tries to do this by way of a 
commentary and leaves the technical description of findings to the main 
report, which also contains the full findings. 

 
What did Run 1 assess? 
  

21.  Run 1 sets the baseline position for the supply and demand for sports halls 
in 2009 in CC and across the 5 other local authorities which border CC and 
Wolverhampton.  

 
22. Run 1 provides the benchmark current position on supply and demand for 

sports halls. It provides the base from which to measure the impact of the 
changes in run 2.   

 
So what is the position on the supply and demand for sports halls in CC in 2009 
and how accessible are the sports halls?  
 

23.  In 2009 total capacity for sports halls in SCC at its 7 sports halls sites is 
6,100 visits, whilst total demand is 4,400 visits. So total demand for sports 
halls in CC in 2009 is estimated to be some 72% of total capacity  

 
So is this saying in the benchmark year of 2009 the sports halls are almost full? 
(if full is defined as 80% of used capacity being taken up)   
 

24.  Not necessarily  because the impact of export and import of sports hall 
demand across ALL the authorities in the study area has not yet been 
reported on and this will also determine how full the sports halls are and 
whether there is over supply or unmet demand.   

  
25.  However, the supply and demand balance is pretty close and the normal 

benchmark in other studies is to have a supply/demand balance of around 
55% - 65% of total capacity.  

 
How much of the total demand is satisfied demand 
 

26. Satisfied demand is high at some 89% of total demand. This means that all 
of this demand lives within the catchment area of a sports hall and there is 
enough capacity at the sports halls site to absorb that demand.  
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  Is there any unmet demand and, if so, how much and where is it located 
 

27.   Unmet demand is defined as either demand which is located outside a 
catchment area of a sports hall, or, if it is inside the catchment area there is 
too much demand for that sports hall to accommodate it all. 

  
28.  In CC in run 1 it is the first definition which applies. Unmet demand for 

sports halls in CC is estimated to be only 480 visits per week, or, put 
another way, some 11% of the total demand for sports halls from CC 
residents.   

 
29.  Virtually all of this unmet demand is located outside the 1 mile/20 minute 

walk to catchment area of any sports hall and this is located (mainly) in the 
area to the NW of Cannock itself and to the east of the authority on the 
Lichfield border. This is illustrated in the map below, which shows the 
number of  accessible sports halls for the CC population, based on the 20 
miunute/1mile walk a to catchment area of the 7 sports hall sites. 
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Unmet demand of 11% of total demand seems to be a high percentage – is it?  
 

30. Unmet demand of 11% of total demand, or  480 visits equates to the 
equivalent of providing around 2.5 badminton courts and in run 1 there are 
30 badminton courts across the 7 sites in CC. So, in scale terms, the level 
of unmet demand is not big.    

   
So how accessible are the sports halls in CC? 
 

31. The sports halls are very accessible to the CC population based on the car 
drive to catchment area. Some 90% of the CC population have access to 2 
or more sports hall based on the 20 minute drive time, with the remaining 
10% of the CC population having access to 2 sports halls.  

  
32. Furthermore some 86% of all visits to sports halls are made by car – so it is 

the predominate choice of travel mode to sports halls. 
 

33. In short, there is no problem of access to a high number of sports halls 
based on the drive to catchment area and car is by far the predominate 
choice of travel to sports halls.  

 
34. To underline the point on the number of accessible sports halls to the CC 

population based on car borne travel, the map below sets out the number 
of sports halls accessible to all the CC population. As can be seen, the 
average for the CC area is between 10-15 sports halls. 
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 So what about access to sports halls based on the “walk to” catchment?  
 

35. The walk to catchment shows a different picture than the drive catchment 
findings. It is estimated that across CC some 21% of the population do not 
have access to any sports hall based on the walk to catchment area. Whilst 
a further 50% of the CC population have access to only 1 sports hall based 
on the walk to catchment.  

 
This looks like poor accessibility based on the walk to catchment but how many 
visits to sports halls are by walking? 
 

36. These accessibility findings have to be tempered by the estimate that only 
some 12% of all visits to sports halls are on foot. So what seems a high 
level of “on foot (IN)accessibility” by the CC population, has to be qualified 
by only 9% of all visits to sports halls are made on foot?  

   
37.  The areas of CC covered by the walk to catchment area of sports halls 

(and by definition the areas not) is set out in the map below. 
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Putting the supply and demand findings together with the accessibility findings, 
how much of the demand for sports halls in CC is retained at CC sports halls?  
 

38.   Some 77% of the CC demand for sports halls is retained at CC’s own 7 
sports hall sites. This is a high level of retained demand and underlines the 
accessibility finding that the distribution of sports halls across CC is well 
located to meet the CC demand – based on drive to.   

 
What about the export of CC sports hall demand? 
  

39. Some 23% of the total CC satisfied demand for sports halls is exported, 
with 13% going to South Staffordshire, 4% to Lichfield and 3% each to 
Stafford and Walsall.   

 
Does CC import any sports halls demand. If so, how much and where does this 
demand come from?  

 
  

40. Around 27% of the total satisfied demand for sports halls in CC is imported. 
Walsall and Lichfield each provide 8% of the total 27% imported, whilst 
South Staffordshire provides 7% and Wolverhampton 4%.    
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So after all this analysis, how full are the CC sports halls estimated to be in 
2009?   
 

41. The model estimates that (after taking into account the export and import 
findings) around 71% of the total capacity of all the sports halls in CC is 
currently being used at peak times.  So the supply and demand balance 
percentage of 72% (reported in paragraph 23) is after all very very close to 
the level of pool capacity used – after allowing for import and export of 
sports hall demand. 

  
42. So, in effect, the estimate is that in 2009 there is some spare capacity at 

CC sports halls in the baseline year. However, the level of spare or unused 
sports hall capacity is less than 10% before the “halls full” level of 80% of 
used capacity is reached.  

 
Does this mean there is a need for more sports halls in CC?    
 

43. Not necessarily because run 1 is providing the baseline position for supply 
and demand for sports halls. This is based on the current supply and the 
current demand for indoor hall sports in 2009.   

  
44. The answer to the question posed, is best assessed by considering the 

impact of the projected increases in population across CC and the whole 
study area. Plus the projected annual 1% increase in hall sports 
participation up to 2019 (run 2).  

 

RUN 2  
 
What did Run 2 assess and what are the findings? 
 

45. Run 2 assessed the impact of   
 

• the projected change in the population between 2009 and 2019 across CC 
and the study area 

 

• a projected annual 1% increase in hall sports participation between 2009 – 
2019 (10% increase in total) across CC and the study area  

 

• There are 4 new sports halls opened in run 2 but none in CC. The new 
sports halls are under the BSF programme and are 1 each in Lichfield and 
South Staffordshire and 2 in Wolverhampton. The total number of sports 
halls across the study area in run 2 is 80.  
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What impact does the projected increase in population and  the annual 1% 
increase in hall sports participation between 2009– 2019 have on the demand for 
sports halls?  
  

46. The CC population increases from 96,100 people in 2009 to 102,200 
people by 2019, so a 6,100 increase (6.3%). This combined with the 10% 
increase in sports participation creates an increase in total demand for hall 
sports of 14% between the two years. 

 
47. Total demand for sports halls in 2019 is 5,000 visits, up from 4,300 in 2009. 

An increase in the visit rate 700 visits equates to around 4 badminton 
courts and in CC in 2019 there are 30 badminton courts. (Note: this is not 
saying there needs to be provision of this number of badminton courts, it is 
simply translating the increase in demand into what this means in courts).  

 
48. Total demand for sports halls in CC in 2019 represents some 81% of total 

sports hall capacity (in 2009 it was estimated to be 71.2%).   
 
This increase of 700 visits to total demand for sports halls seems small; given 
the total CC population has increased by 6,100 people? 
 

49.  True. The point to remember is that the existing 2009 CORE population of 
96,100 people will also have aged by 10 years between 2009 – 2019. The 
core population is some 94% of the total population in 2019. Demand for 
sports halls from this core population will have “moved out” of the main 
adult age groups for hall sports participation (16 – 40 years of age) This 
decrease has to be offset against the increase in demand from the new 
population growth (which is 6% of the total population in 2019). This 
explains why the net increase in sports hall demand is not that high.  

 
What happens to sports hall supply by 2019? 
 

50.  Total capacity for sports halls remains unchanged from run 1 at 6,150 
visits. This is because there is no change in the 7 sports halls sites in CC 
between runs 1 and 2.  

 
So what is the supply and demand balance in 2019? 
 

51. Supply is still greater than total demand but the gap has narrowed. In run 2 
total demand for sports halls represents 81% of total supply. In run 1 it was 
71.2% 

 
Is there any change in the level of satisfied demand? 
  

52.  This has decreased slightly with satisfied demand being some 82.7% of 
total demand, in run 1 it 89%. The reason for the slight decrease is 
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because some of the new population growth will be located in the areas 
outside the catchment area of any sports hall based on the 1 mile/20 
minute walk to catchment area (these areas are reported on under run 1).  

  
What happens to unmet demand in 2019? 
 

53. Unmet demand for sports halls in run 2 is estimated to be 860 visits some 
17.3% of the total demand for sports halls in CC. The run 1 figure for unmet 
demand was 481 visits (11%) of total demand.    

 
 Unmet demand is increasing considerably then? 
 

54. Whilst 17% of total demand at 860 visits being unmet is a high percentage, 
to put it into context, 860 visits equates to the equivalent of providing just 
over 4 badminton courts (a badminton court has a capacity of 212 visits per 
week in the weekly peak period). and CC has a supply of 30 badminton 
courts, including the space in ancillary halls in run 2.  

  
Given total demand is now close to total supply and whilst unmet demand might 
not be that high, it seems important to identify the areas were unmet demand is 
highest  

 
55. The scale and areas of unmet demand are set out in the map below 

(showing in 1km grid squares the amount of unmet demand in that area 
expressed in terms of numbers of badminton courts). As the map shows, 
the total level of unmet demand is, as already reported low, with the highest 
levels of unmet demand located north of Rugeley; however in this area the 
highest value is less than 1 badminton court.  
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RUN 2 EXISTING PROVISION 2019 POPULATION

 
 
So after the supply and demand analysis how full are the sports halls estimated 
to be in 2019? 
 

56.  The impact of the projected increase in total demand from the increases in 
population and hall sports participation (and after allowing for the 
import/export effect) is to push up the level of sports hall capacity used to 
76.3% in run 2. This is a significant increase over the run 1 percentage of 
71.7%  

 
So overall the projected increases in population and hall sports participation are 
“lifting demand” significantly? 
 

57.  Yes and the level of used capacity is now very close to the “halls full” 
percentage of used capacity, which is 80%. So there is estimated to be 
very little spare capacity.   

  
58. The increase in used capacity of nearly 5% by 2019, is because of the 14% 

jump in total demand between the two years (from the population and 
sports hall participation increase) whilst there is no increase in CC in the 
supply of sports halls.    
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In putting together a summary of run 2 does this mean there is a need for 
more sports halls?  

 
59.  The summary of the analysis of run 2 so far is  

  

•  there are no changes in sports hall sites or capacity in CC 
 

• the projected increase in population between 2009 -2019 of 6,100 
people.   

  

• this creates a demand increase for sports halls of 666 visits per week 
 

• this increases the level of sports hall usage by 4.6%, to 76.3% of used 
capacity.   

 

• the level of sports hall used capacity  is now very very close to the “halls 
full” level of 80% and unmet demand is increasing  

 

• in terms of the level of unmet demand (defined as located outside the 
catchment area of any sports hall based on the walk to catchment area, 
or an individual sports hall is full) there is not  a significant level of 
unmet demand and it totals around 4 badminton courts. 

 

• In terms of the location of this unmet demand, it is spread across CC 
and there is no one priority area or hot spot for new provision of a sports 
hall but north of Rugeley “edges it” as the highest area   

 
60.  So to answer the question – yes. If the objective is to create a balanced 

supply of modern sports halls to meet the projected demand in 2019 and 
assuming that hall sports participation is going to  increase by 10% 
between 2009 and 2019.population. (Note the analysis has not assumed 
any change or modernisation of the 7 sports hall sites between 2009 – 
2019). 

  
61.   Based on achieving this objective then the scale of any additional 

provision is not significant and amounts to around 4 badminton courts but  
there is no one area of the authority which is a “hot spot” of unmet demand 
and providing the evident location for any new sports halls.  

 
62. Consequently, meeting this need could be achieved by modernisation of an 

existing building and increasing the sports hall space at this site. The value 
of doing this is underlined by the fact of the 7 sports hall sites In CC only 
one, Chase Leisure Centre, is larger than 4 badminton courts (at 8 courts). 
The remaining 6 sites are: 5 sites with 4 badminton courts; and 1 site with 3 
badminton courts.   
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63. So CC has an excellent provision and distribution of sports halls which 
meet the full needs of hall sports at recreational and district level 
competition. However it only has 1 site which is of a scale to provide for 
competition at a higher level and also allow for flexible use of the (two 4 
badminton court size) sport halls and programme a range of activities at the 
same time.     

 
64.  So to meet the unmet demand at a SCALE which is identified from the 

assessment, plus provide some more capacity in CC and allow for more 
flexible programming of the sports hall space, without the very considerable 
cost of a new build project, the approach could be to increase the size of 
one existing sports halls by 2-4 badminton courts. Whilst also increasing 
the access (and thereby increasing capacity) at one of the school sites for 
public use.     

 
 
Are there any other impacts in run 2 from the projected population change and 
participation increases? 
  

65.   Not really. The levels of CC retained, exported and imported demand 
changes very slightly. This suggests that all the authorities’ population 
increases are in proportion to that in CC.  The travel patterns to sports halls 
by the three modes of car, public transport and walk to also remain virtually 
unchanged from run 1.  

 
66. This ends the Executive Summary report and next is the main report on the 

full findings from each of the two runs.  
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RUN 1:   CANNOCK CHASE DISTRICT COUNCIL: SPORTS HALLS 
ASSESSMENT:   
 
1) CURRENT SUPPLY OF SPORTS HALLS IN 2009 WITH HALLS  WEIGHTED BY 
AGE AND CONDITION 
 
2)  BASED ON 2009 POPULATION ESTIMATES 
 
5) BASED ON CURRENT HALL SPORTS PARTICIPATION AND FREQUENCY 
RATES 
  

 
 
 The key findings from run 1 with a commentary are: 

 
Population levels and total demand  

 
67. Run 1 set the baseline position for the study. Run 1 sets out:  

  

• The supply and demand for sports halls across CC and the wider study area in 
2009 based on the current supply of sports halls and the current participation 
rates for hall sports for both sexes and across 5 age bands.  

 
68. The key findings from run 1 with a commentary are: 

 
Population levels and total demand  
 

• The estimated total population in CC in 2009 is 96,110 people and the total 
estimated demand for sports halls is 4,382 visits. 

 

• The CC population and total demand for sports halls is in proportion to the 
rest of the study area. The CC population is 9.3% of the total study area, 
whilst the CC total demand for sports halls is 9.5%% of the total study area 
demand for sports halls.  

 

•  The population totals in CC and the study area, together with the total 
demand for sports halls are set out in Table 1 below.  

 
Table 1: 2009 Population and Total Demand for Sports Halls in SCC and the 
Study Area  
 

 District Population 
Demand 
(visits) 

 Cannock Chase 96,100 4,400 
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East 
Staffordshire 110,000 4,950 

 Lichfield 99,000 4,350 

 

South 
Staffordshire 106,500 4,550 

 Stafford 125,500 5,500 

 Walsall 256,250 11,600 

 Wolverhampton 236,850 10,900 

     STUDY AREA 1,030,300 46,200 
 

 
Location and Catchment Areas of Sports Halls 
 

• The findings on the catchment area for sports halls is focused on the 20 minute 
drive time and the 20 minute/1 mile walk to catchment area. The reason being 
that these are the main means of travel to sports halls in 2009.  

 
It is estimated that in run 1 some 86% of all visits to sports halls are by car and 
11 of visits are by walk to. Public transport accounts for 3% of all visits to 
sports halls. 

 
Drive Time Catchment Area for Sports Halls  
 

• Looking first at the 20 minute drive time catchment area, there are some 
notable features relating to the drive time catchment area which are set out in 
Table 2 “Percentage of the Population with Access to Sports Halls” after the 
findings.     

 
o Some 90% of the CC population live within the 20 minute drive time 

of 2 or more sports halls. The only exception being the population 
located to the NW of Cannock itself. Map 1 below illustrates the number 
of sports halls accessible to the CC population based on the 20 minute 
drive time catchment area. 

 
As Map 1 shows most of the CC population have access to at least 3-5 
sports hall within this catchment, however, in the southern area of the 
authority and around Cannock itself the choice is between 10 - 15 
sports halls which are accessible based on the 20 minute drive time. 
 

o Across the study area, as shown in Table 2 some 97% of the study area 
population have access to 2 or more sports halls based on the 20 minute 
drive time catchment area. In Walsall and Wolverhampton it is 100% of 
the population. Whilst the authority with the lowest accessibility is 
Lichfield but this still has 89% of its population living within the 20 minute 
drive time catchment area of 2 or more sports halls.  
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• So in summary there is a high level of accessibility to 2 or more sports halls 
across CC and the whole study area.  

 
Table 2 Run 1:  Percentage of the CC and Study Area Population with Access to a 
Sports Hall Based on the 20 Minute Drive Time Catchment Area of a Sports Hall   
 

% Population within drive catchment of available hall sites

0%
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80%
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100%

AREA TOTAL Cannock
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Staffordshire

Stafford Walsall Wolverhampton

NO HALLS 1 HALL 2 HALLS >2 HALLS
 

 
 

• Map 1 is illustrating that based on the number and location of sports halls there 
is a good level of access to with most of the CC area having access to at least 3 
-5 sports hall, based on the 20 minute drive time catchment area. In short, in 
run 1 some 90% of the CC population have access to 3- 5 sports halls 
based on the drive time catchment and in the south of the authority and 
around Cannock itself this is between 10-15 sports halls. To underline this 
point, in run 1 some 86% of all visits to sports halls are by car    
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Map 1: “Location and Access to Sports Halls Based on the 20 Minute Drive Time 
Catchment Area 
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• As with swimming pools, if accessibility to sports halls based on a 20 minute 

drive time is a suitable measure of accessibility for CC residents, then there are 
no strategic planning or locational planning of sports halls issues to consider.   

 
Walk to Catchment Area for Sports Halls  

 

• Turning to the levels of accessibility to sports halls based on the 20 
minute/1 mile walk to catchment area of sports halls  
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• By this catchment area definition the analysis shows a different picture of 
accessibility. Some 21% of the CC population do not have access to 
any sports hall based on the 20 minute walk to catchment area. Some 
50% of the CC population have access to 1 sports hall, whilst 7% of 
the population have access to 2 sports halls and 22% of the population 
have access to 2 or more sports halls. In short, a much lower level of 
accessibility to sports halls based on the 20 minute walk to catchment. 

 

• The CC findings on accessibility based on the walk to catchment area are 
largely mirrored by the study area. Some 25% of the study area 
population live outside the catchment area of any sports hall, whilst 
34% of the study area population have access to 1 sport hall, a further 
24% of the population have access to 2 sports halls based on walk to 
and 17% of the study area population have access to 2+ sports halls.  

 

• This is all set out in Table 3 below.  
 
Table 3: Percentage of the CC and Study Area Population with Access to a Sports Hall 
Based on the 20 Minute/1 Mile Walk to  Catchment Area of a Sports Hall   
  

% Population within 20mins walking time of hall sites
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• Looking at the location of this accessibility to sports halls, Map 2 
illustrates that the population who do not have access to any sports hall 
based on the walk to catchment area are located NW of Cannock. Whilst 
most of the Cannock population have access to 1 sports hall and the area 
with the greatest accessibility of between 2 – 4 sports halls is located 
around Cannock itself.   
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• The extent to which there are strategic and locational planning issues to 
consider in increasing access to sports halls based on the 20 minutes/1 
mile walk to catchment area has to be considered against that in run 1, it 
is estimated that some 12% of all visits to sports halls are by walk to. 
So trying to increase accessibility is catering for 12% of the demand for 
sports halls by this travel mode. Map 2 illustrates all these findings with 
the “Location and 20 minute/1 Mile Walk to Catchment Area for Sports 
Halls” across CC. 

 
Map 2 Location and 20 minute/1 Mile Walk to Catchment Area for Sports Halls” 
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Number of Sports Hall Sites and Total Capacity   
 

• In run 1 there are 7 sports hall sites in CC. These 7 sites have a total 
capacity (or supply) of 6,150 visits per week, available for community use for 
all or part of the weekly peak period.  
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CC has 7 of the total 76 sports hall sites across the 7 authorities (including 
CC) in the study area. The 7 CC sites represent some 10.2% of the total 
sports hall capacity across the 7 authorities in the study area. 

 

• Walsall has the highest supply of sports halls with 21 sites , followed by 17 
in Wolverhampton. They have respectively 29% and 23% of the sports hall 
capacity across the study area.  Lichfield has the lowest number of sites at 5 
and some 6.5% of the total sports hall capacity across the study area. 

 
Capacity /Total Demand/Satisfied Demand / Unmet Demand 
 

• Total capacity for sports halls in CC at its 7 sports halls sites is 6,150 visits, 
whilst total demand is 4,382 visits. So total capacity for sports halls in CC is 
estimated to exceed total demand by some 1,768 visits per week. Put 
another way, total demand for sports halls in CC in 2009 represents some 
71.2% of total sports hall capacity.    

 

• In a study area comparison CC has 10.2% of the sports halls capacity across 
the study area and has 9.5% of the study area demand for sports halls.  

 
Satisfied demand  
 

• The model estimates that of the total demand of 4,382 visits, some 3,901 
visits are satisfied demand. So satisfied demand represents some 89% of 
total demand. This is a very high level of satisfied demand and is reporting that  
some 89% of the total CC demand for sports halls  can be met and is located 
within the catchment area of a sports hall (predominantly the 20 minute drive 
time catchment area).  

 
Unmet demand 
 

• Unmet demand for sports halls in CC is estimated to be only 481 visits per 
week, or, put another way some 11% of the total demand for sports halls 
from CC residents.  

 
In terms of what 481 visits means in badminton courts it equates the equivalent 
of providing around 2.5 badminton courts. In run 1 CC has 30 badminton 
courts. So whilst in percentage terms the unmet demand might appear quite 
high at 11% in badminton courts it is low.  
   
 The reason for their being unmet demand for sports halls, when capacity is 
greater than total demand is because some of the demand is located outside the 
walk to catchment area of any sports hall. As already set out and shown in Map 
2 this is the area/population located to the NW of Cannock.   
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Sports Halls usage (how full are the sports halls?) 
 

• The findings under this heading are the most significant under run 1. 
The model estimates that around 71.7% of the total capacity of all the sports 
halls in CC is currently being used at peak times.  

  
(Note; as explained in paragraph 17 of this report, there is what is known as a 
“comfort factor” which is applied to the assessment of demand for sports halls. 
In essence, if sports halls are full to their theoretical capacity of 100% then 
there would simply not be the space to do the activity. Therefore the capacity 
of a sports hall is reduced to 80% of its theoretical capacity and this is the 
level at which a sports hall is determined to be full. This 80% full level is 
referred to as the “comfort factor”.) So, in effect the estimate is that across CC 
and taking into account the import and export of sports hall demand (findings 
reported on later) is that the sports halls are getting close to capacity but there 
is some spare capacity in run 1.  

 

• Across the study area the average level of sports hall usage is 69.6% and 
CC is therefore in line with the study area average.  South Staffordshire 
has the highest level of sports halls used capacity at 79% whilst Stafford  
has the lowest at 61%.  

 

• This relationship between supply and demand can be best illustrated by the 
bar chart in Table 4 below. This illustrates all the types of demand: total; 
satisfied; unmet; as well as total capacity and utilised capacity (defined as 
how full the sports halls are) in one table.  

  

• Some points on table 4 are; 
 

o Total capacity (indigo colour column) is greater than total demand (cream 
colour column) in ALL authorities.  

 
o The very high levels of total capacity (indigo colour column) is evident in 

Wolverhampton and Walsall especially being  double the capacity of 
every other authority 

 
o Only in Walsall is used capacity (maroon colour column) greater than total 

demand (cream colour column) and this is because Walsall has nearly 
30% of the total capacity for sports halls across the study area but only 
has 25% of the total demand – in essence it is importing demand into 
Walsall because of this supply/demand imbalance.   

 
o Total demand (cream colour column)and satisfied demand (light blue 

colour column) are almost in balance across all authorities 
 

o Unmet demand (terracotta colour column) is very low in all authorities  
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Table 4: (Run 1) Total Capacity, Utilised Capacity, Total Demand, Satisfied Demand 
and Unmet Demand Across the Study Area -  In Terms Of Weekly Visits In The Normal 
Peak Period   
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Travel Patterns to Sports Halls 
 

• Around 85% of the visits to sports halls in CC are made by car. With  
around 3% by public transport.  
 
The public transport mode of travel is very low in comparison to the 
national average of around 10% of all visits to sports halls by public 
transport. 
 
The car borne percentage at 85% is higher in CC than the national average 
of around 73% of all trips to sports halls by car. Based on the 2001 Census 
some 84.5% of the CC population have access to a car. This compares with 
81% of the study area population  
 

• It is estimated that 12% of all visits to sports halls in SCC are made on foot. 
This is in line with national figures and the point to consider here is the 
importance of accessibility to sports facilities to meet CPA performance 
measures and whether there are CC planning policies about increasing 
accessibility to services/facilities by walking and public transport. Some 15% 
of all visits to sports halls are either by foot or by public transport. 

 

• The full range of travel patterns to sports halls by all travel modes for all the 
authorities across the study area is set out in Table 5 below.  
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Table 5: Travel Patterns to Sports Halls for each Local Authority by Car, Public 
Transport and On Foot   
 

District   Modal 
split As 
%age 

  

  By car By public 
transport 

On 
Foot 

Cannock Chase 85 3 12 
East 
Staffordshire 84 4 12 
Lichfield 92 2 6 
South 
Staffordshire 92 2 7 
Stafford 88 2 10 
Walsall 75 5 20 
Wolverhampton 72 5 23 
STUDY AREA 81 4 15 

 
 Annual throughput 
 

• The model estimates that the total annual throughput across the  76 sports 
hall sites in the study area is 2.84m annual visits 

 

• The estimated annual throughput for the 7 sports hall sites in CC is 
307,144 visits (Note: the model estimates the throughput for each centre 
based on the capacity of each centre and the total demand which lives within 
the catchment area. The model “sends” this demand to the nearest sports 
hall location. The models estimate of throughput is therefore calculated on 
this basis and it is a theoretical throughput).  

 

• Throughput at individual facilities in SCC is estimated to be:  
 

o Cannock Chase High School 49,625 visits 
o Cardinal Griffin Catholic High School 9,489 visits 
o Chase Academy 22,084 visits 
o Chase Leisure Centre 158,236 visits 
o Kingsmead Technology College 10,093 visits 
o Norton Canes High School 16,838 visits 
o Rugeley Leisure Centre 40,780 visits   

   
Retained, Exported and Imported Sports Hall Demand  
 

• It is important to set out how much of the demand for sports halls 
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• from CC residents is retained at CC’s sports halls  
 

• is exported to sports halls in neighbouring authorities. This is 
based on the nearest sports hall to some CC residents is located in a 
neighbouring authority.  

 

• is imported into CC’s sports halls from residents in neighbouring 
authorities. This is based on their nearest sports hall being located in 
CC  

 

• Of the satisfied demand for sports halls in run 1 which is from CC 
residents and retained at CC sports halls, it is some 2,995 visits, which 
is 77% of satisfied demand. This is a high level of retained demand and 
reflects that the number and location of the 7 sports hall sites across CC are 
well placed in relation to the population/catchment area of sports halls.  

 

•  CC exports some 13% of its demand 523 visits (13%) to South 
Staffordshire, with 4% some 335 visits going to Lichfield  and then 3% 
some 130 visits going to each of Walsall and Stafford.   

 

•  Chart 1 below is a pie chart which illustrates the CC satisfied demand for 
sports halls retained at CC sports halls and the amount exported to other 
authorities. The study area map is also alongside. 

 
 
  

Chart 1:CC Retained Demand and Export of Sports Halls Demand from CC  
    

                          Run 1                                               Study Area 
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CANNOCK CHASE

                                
      

Imported Sports Hall Demand  
 

• CC also imports demand from residents in neighbouring boroughs, who live 
within the catchment area of a sports hall located in CC. 

 

• Of the demand which is imported into CC from residents in neighbouring 
authorities and is satisfied at CC sports halls, some 15% of the total 
imported demand, 654 visits comes from South Staffordshire, whilst some 
8%, which is 360 visits comes from each of Walsall and Lichfield  and 1% 
which is 43 visits comes from Wolverhampton.  

 

• Again, set out below is a pie chart, illustrating the demand for sports halls 
imported into CC from residents in neighbouring authorities who live within 
the catchment area of a sports hall located in CC. 
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Chart 2: Import of Sports Hall Demand into CC 
    

                              Run 1                                             Study Area 
 

      

CANNOCK CHASE

                               
  

• This ends the reporting of the main findings on run 1.  
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RUN 2: CANNOCK CHASE DISTRICT COUNCIL SPORTS HALLS ASSESSMENT   
 
1)  BASED ON PROJECTED POPULATION IN 2019 ACROSS THE STUDY AREA. 
 
2)  BASED ON A PROJECTED ANNUAL 1% INCREASE IN HALL SPORTS 
PARTICIPATION (10% IN TOTAL) BETWEEN 2009 - 2019 
 
3) NO CHANGES TO SPORTS HALL SUPPLY FROM RUN 1 

   
 

69. The major changes to assess between runs1 and 2 are: 
 

• the impacts of the projected change in the population between 2009 and 
2019 and 

 

• a projected 1% increase in hall sports participation between 2009 – 2019 (a 
total10% increase in participation).   

 

• Consequently, the findings reported under run 2 are focused on the impact of 
these projected changes. Where there are NO changes to the findings 
already reported under run 1 they are not repeated.  

 
Changes in the total population 2009 - 2019 
 

• The estimated total population in CC in run 1 in 2009 was 96,100 people. By 
2019 this is estimated to have increased to 102,200 people. This is a 
projected population increase in CC of 6,100 people between 2009 and 
2019, a 6.3% increase between the two years. 

 

• The estimated total population across the study area in 2009 was 
1,030,300 people. By 2019 this is estimated to have increased to 1,074,900 
people. This is a projected increase across the study area of 44,600 
people, or, a projected 4.3% increase between 2009 and 2019. 

 

•  The population totals in CC and the rest of the study area for 2019 and 2009  
is set out in Table 6 below. 
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Table 6: 2019 and 2009 Population Across The Study Area   
                                 
                      2019 Population                                                  2009 Population                                         
                                                         
District Population 
Cannock Chase 102,200 

East Staffordshire 118,800 
Lichfield 106,600 
South 
Staffordshire 108,300 
Stafford 133,450 
Walsall 264,450 
Wolverhampton 241,050 

   STUDY AREA 1,074,900 
                                                        

Location and Catchment Areas of Sports Halls 
 
  
 

• The projected population and hall sports participation increases and its 
distribution across the study area, does not change the percentage of the 
population with access to a number of sports halls.   

  

• This is becuase accessibility is changed when the number and or location of 
sports halls is changed in CC and this is constant between runs 1 and 2 at 7 
sites.  The findings for run 2 for CC are therefore the same as run 1 which are 
reported on in full on pages 24 – 27.  

 
Number of Sports Hall Sites and Total Capacity   
 

• There are no changes in the number of sports hall sites in run 2 in CC which 
remains at 7 sites. Across the study area there is an increase of (a known at 
this stage) 4 sports hall sites, under the BSF programme between 2009 – 
2019. These are in Lichfield which increases its supply by 1 site to a total of 
6, South Staffordshire which also increases by 1 site to 7 sites. Whilst 
Wolverhampton increases its total number of sports hall sites by 2 to 19 sites. 
In total there are in 2019 some 80 sports hall sites across the 7 local 
authorities in the study area. 

 
In CC as the number of sites does not change the total capacity for sports halls 
in CC in run 2, remains at the run 1 figure of 6,150 visits.  
 
Across the study area sports hall capacity increases to 63,515 visits in run 
2, up from 60,004 visits in run 1, a 5.8% increase in supply over the 2009 
figure.  

 

District Population 
Cannock Chase 96,100 
East Staffordshire 110,000 

Lichfield 99,000 
South 
Staffordshire 106,500 
Stafford 125,500 
Walsall 256,250 
Wolverhampton 236,850 
STUDY AREA 1,030,300 
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Capacity /Total Demand/Satisfied Demand / Unmet Demand 
 

• Total capacity for sports halls in CC from the 7 sites remains at 6,150 visits. 
Whilst total demand increases to 4,998 visits in run 2, up from 4,382 visits in 
run 1. This is an increase of 666 visits, or, a 15.1% increase in total demand 
over run 1.   

  

• So the combined impact of the 10% increase in sports participation and 
the projected 6.3% increase in the CC population between 2009 – 2019, is 
to create an increase in total demand of 15.1% between the two years. 

 

• A visit rate increase of 666 visits equates to around 3 badminton courts. 
(Note: this is not saying there needs to be provision of this number of badminton 
courts, it is simply translating this increase in total demand into what it means in 
courts).  

 

•  Total demand for sports halls in CC in 2019 represents some 81.2% of total 
sports hall capacity (in 2009 it was estimated to be 71.2%).    

 
Satisfied demand  
 

• The model estimates that of the total demand in run 2 of 4,998 visits,   
satisfied demand is some 4,132 visits, 82.7% of total demand (3,901 visits and 
89% in run 1).  

 

• This remains a very high level of satisfied demand and the reason it is lower 
than the run 1 percentage is because of the slight increase in the population in 
run 2 who live outside the catchment area of any sports hall, based on the 20 
minute walk to catchment area. 

 
Unmet Demand  
 

•  Unmet demand for sports halls in CC in run 2 is estimated to be 867 visits 
some 17.3% of the total demand for sports halls in CC. The run 1 figure for 
unmet demand was 481 visits, some 11% of total demand.   

 
Whilst 17% of total demand at 867 visits being unmet is a high percentage, to 
put this run 2 unmet demand into context, 867 visits equates to the equivalent 
of providing  just over 4 badminton courts (a badminton court has a capacity 
of 212 visits per week in the weekly peak period).  
 
So it is low level of unmet demand and in run 2 CC has a supply of 30 
badminton courts, including the space in ancillary halls. 
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• In terms of the locations of this unmet demand it is illustrated in Map 3 “Unmet 
Demand” run 2 below which shows the in 1km grid squares the amount of unmet 
demand in that area expressed in terms of numbers of badminton courts.  

 
As can be seen from the map and use of the colour coded key the total level of 
unmet demand is VERY LOW with the highest levels of unmet demand located 
north of Rugeley, however in this area the highest value is less than 1 
badminton court.  
 

Map 3: Run 2 Unmet Demand for Sports Halls   
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RUN 2 EXISTING PROVISION 2019 POPULATION

 
 
Sports Halls usage (how full are the sports halls?) 

 

• This is the most significant finding from run 2. There is a sizeable 
increase in sport hall usage between runs 1 and 2. In run 2 the model 
estimates that around 76.3% of the total capacity of all the sports halls in 
CC is being used at peak times.  In run 1 the model was estimating that 
sports hall usage would be 71.7%.   
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So there is a projected near 5% increase in sports hall usage between 2009 –
2019. By 2019, based on the projected population change and the projected 
10% in total increase in hall sports participation the sports halls supply of 7 
sites is now effectively full, with very little spare capacity.  

 
So overall, the summary is: 
 

• there are no changes in sports hall sites or capacity 
 

• the projected increase in population between 2009 -2019 of 6,100 
people.   

  

• creates a demand increase for sports halls of 666 visits per week 
 

• this increases the level of sports hall usage by 4.6%, to 76.3% of used 
capacity.   

 

• the level of sports hall used capacity  is now very very close to the 
“halls full” level of 80% and unmet demand is increasing  

 

• in terms of the level of unmet demand (defined as located outside the 
catchment area of any sports hall based on the walk to catchment 
area, or an individual sports hall is full) there is not  a significant level 
of unmet demand  and it totals around 4 badminton courts. 

 

• In terms of the location of this unmet demand, it is spread across CC 
and there is no one priority area or hot spot for new provision of a 
sports hall but north of Rugeley “edges it” as the highest area   

 
Across the study area the average level of sports hall usage in run 2 is 
75.1%, up from 71.7% in run 1.    

 
Travel Patterns to Sports Halls 
 

• In run 2 the CC travel patterns to sports halls are unchanged from run 1. 
With 85% of visits made by car, with 3% made by public transport and 
12% of all visits to sports halls in CC are made on foot.  

 
Annual throughput 
 

• Given the projected new 666 visits created by the population increase and 
the projected annual 1% increase in hall sports participation, then there is an 
increase in the annual throughput between runs 1 and 2.  
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• In run 2 the projected annual throughput across the now 80 sports hall 
sites in the study area is 3, 213,711 visits, in run 1 it was 2, 843,154 visits. 
So a projected increase in annual throughput of 370,557 visits.  

 

• In CC the projected annual throughput for the same 7 sites in run 2 is 
322,745 visits. In run 1 the projected throughput was 307,144 visits.     
(Note: the model estimates the throughput for each centre based on the 
capacity of each centre and the total demand which lives within the 
catchment area. The model “sends” this demand to the nearest sports hall 
location. The models estimate of throughput is therefore calculated on this 
basis and it is a theoretical throughput).  

 

• Throughput at individual facilities in CC in run 2 (with the run 1 throughout 
figure in brackets are.  

 
o Cannock Chase High School 60, 835 visits (49,625 visits in run 1) 
o Cardinal Griffin Catholic High School 10,467 visits (9,489 visits in run 

1) 
o Chase Academy  25,883 visits (22,084 visits in run 1) 
o Chase Leisure Centre no change from run 1 at 158,236 visits 
o Kingsmead Technology College 9,685 visits (10,093 visits in run 1) 
o Norton Canes High School 16,860 visits (16,838 visits in run 1) 
o Rugeley Leisure Centre no change from run 1 at 40,780 visits  

 
Retained and Exported Sports Hall Demand  
 

• There are virtually no changes in run 2 from the findings in run 1 on the 
percentages of retained, exported and imported demand for sports halls.  

 

• In run 2 there is the percentage of visits of satisfied demand from CC 
residents which is retained at CC’s sports halls – is 74% of total satisfied 
demand, which is down from the 77% in run 1. The actual 74% does 
represent a higher number of visits because of the increases in demand from 
the population and participation increases. In run 2 it is 3,084 visits, up from 
2,995 visits in run 1.  

 

• The export of CC demand in destination and proportion also remains 
little changed from run 1, with the biggest change in the amount of demand 
exported to South Staffordshire. This increases to 743 visits in run 2 
(18% of satisfied demand) up from 523 visits (13%) in run 1.  

 

• For the sake of completeness and comparison, the pie chart for run 2, with 
the study area map is set out below   

 
Chart 3 (Run 2): CC Retained Demand and CC Export of Sports Halls Demand   
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                   Run 2                                              Study Area  

           

CANNOCK CHASE

                    
                                                                                                            
Imported Demand  

 

• In terms of imported demand into CC which is met at CC sports halls, again 
there is virtually no change from run 1.The only significant change is that the 
in run 2 the percentage of imported demand increases overall by 2% from 
34% in run 1, to 36% in run 2. The largest amount of imported demand is 
now shared at 12% from South Staffordshire and Walsall. In run 1 some 15% 
of imported demand was coming from South Staffs and only 8% from 
Walsall.  

 

•  Again, for the sake of completeness set out below is a pie chart, Chart 4 
illustrating the demand for sports halls imported into CC from residents in 
neighbouring authorities who live within the catchment area of a sports hall 
located in CC. The map of the study area is alongside. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Chart 4 Run 2: Import of Sports Hall Demand into CC 
    

                 Run 2                                                 Study Area  
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CANNOCK CHASE

                                                                      
  
 
Representation of all types of demand and capacity  
 

• As in run 1 it is possible to illustrate and summarise all the findings described 
so far on all the types of demand: total; satisfied; unmet; as well as total 
capacity and utilised capacity (defined as how full the sports halls are) in one 
table. This is set out in Table 7 below and does provide comparative context 
for the findings reported for CC as well as part of the rest of the study area.  

• There are no big changes from the corresponding table from run 1 (table 4 page 
31).The main findings to report, which are different are:  

 
o total demand (cream colour column) increases in all areas resulting from 

the projected population and hall sports participation increases across the 
study area 

 
o The best overall balance between supply and all types of demand 

remains in Cannock Chase itself and with Walsall and Wolverhampton 
having the greatest imbalance created by the very large supply of sports 
halls with some 21 sites in Walsall and in run 2 now 19 sites (an increase 
of 2 sites) in Wolverhampton  

 
o There is a slight increase in unmet demand (terracotta colour column) in 

all authorities but in relation to total demand it remains low.  
 
Table 7: (Run 2) Total Capacity, Utilised Capacity, Total Demand, Satisfied Demand 
and Unmet Demand Across the Study Area -  In Terms Of Weekly Visits In The Normal 
Peak Period   
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• This ends the reporting on the main findings under run 2. 
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  NEXT STEPS AND WAY FORWARD    
 

70. As with the supply and demand analysis report for swimming pools in CC, 
the aim of this report on sports halls is to set out the findings from the 
analysis of (this time) two sets of runs on the current and potential future 
provision for sports halls in Cannock Chase.  

 
71. The assessment is based on projected changes in the population in CC 

and across the study are between 2009 – 2019, whilst the rate of 
participation in hall sports is also projected to change over this period and 
increase by 1% per year (10% in total between the two years) 

 
72. The CC sports hall supply/provision in CC is unchanged over this period, 

with supply remaining at 7 sites, whilst there are 4 new sports halls in the 
rest of the study area in run 2, resulting from BSF projects, with no sports 
halls closing. In total there are 76 sports hall sites in run 1 in the study area 
and 80 sites in run 2.  

 
73. Again, and as for the swimming report, the outcome of this work and report 

is not to SET the strategic context for future provision for sports halls but to 
INFORM that discussion. In particular to 

 

• set out views on how well the demand for sports halls is being met by 
CC’s sports halls provision,  

 

• assess the impact the projected changes in population and increases 
in hall sports participation, by 1% each year, have on the supply and 
demand for sports halls over the period 2009 -2019   

 

• assess the location and scale of any unmet demand for sports halls     
 

• assess how accessible the sports halls are by different travel modes 
and their catchment areas, plus set out the percentage of travel to 
sports halls by the travel modes.  

 

• assess how the location of sports hall supply and demand in 
authorities which neighbour CC influences both the import of demand 
from residents in neighbouring authorities into CC and the export of 
CC’s sports hall demand to sports halls in neighbouring authorities.  

 
74. The report has attempted to provide the baseline position in run 1 with the 

key findings. Then to identify the most significant findings, related to the 
specific changes made in run 2.  
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75. Again, as with the report on swimming pools, it is hoped this study and 
report has achieved those outputs. Also that it does assist in providing an 
evidence base for the future strategic planning on the provision for sports 
halls across Cannock Chase.  

 
 
David Payne  

Genesis Consulting  

20 September 2009 
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Appendix 1  

 
CANNOCK CHASE DISTRICT COUNCIL  
 
BRIEF FOR STRATEGIC PLANNING ASSESSMENT FOR SPORTS HALLS 
 
Assessment based on application of Sport England’s Facilities Planning Model (FPM) 
 

September 2009 
 

Brief Description of Job 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 

The key objectives of the FPM run are: 
 

• To evaluate the degree to which the current facilities in the district are appropriate in terms of size, quality, 
specification and location to meet current needs 

 

• To assess the adequacy of existing provision to meet future demand for sports halls in the context of the 
projected increase in population, anticipated change in population profile and the impact of participation 
increases 

 

• To inform investment decisions in the context of participation changes and population change, specifically 
considering the modelled changes to sports hall provision in Cannock Chase. 

 

• To assess the extent to which demand for sports halls by Cannock residents is met by halls located in the 
district (retained demand) or is exported to other authorities - how much and to which authorities (exported 
demand) 

 

• To assess the extent to which demand for sports halls in Cannock is from residents in neighbouring authorities – 
how much and from which authorities (imported/exported demand)  

 
• To assess how accessible the sports halls in Cannock are to the resident population based on the drive to and 

walk to catchment areas of halls 
 

• To provide an evidence base for the assessment of need for sports halls across the authority, which is spatially 
based and identifies the supply and demand balance, any geographical areas of unmet demand/spare capacity 
and the scale. 

 

• To identify the travel patterns to sports halls by each of car borne, public transport and walk to. Each with its 
own defined catchments and the percentage of demand travelling by each mode.  

 

• Use these findings to assess how well the existing sports hall provision/locations are meeting accessibility 
standards and whether there are any areas of the authority which are outside the catchment area of any sports 
hall, based on these accessibility standards and catchments.    

 

• To assess how full the sports halls are based on the current population and sports participation and frequency 
and then the changes based on the projected changes in population and hall sports participation.  

 

• To determine if there is a need for any further provision to meet these projected changes. If so, to identify the 
key priority locations for any future provision and scale of hall requirements. 
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Study Area: 
 
Cannock Chase District Council 
South Staffordshire District Council 
Stafford Borough Council 
East Staffordshire Borough Council 
Lichfield District Council 
Wolverhampton 
Walsall Metropolitan Council 
 

Default Model Rule Filter 
 
To be applied to all Runs  

• Include all Operational Halls available for community use i.e. pay and play, 
membership, Sports Club/Community Association 

• Exclude all Halls not available for community use i.e. private use 

• Exclude all Halls where the main hall is less than 3 Courts in size 

• Exclude all ‘planned’ facilities unless specifically identified within runs 
 
Database 

 
Active Places Database as at June 2009, including changes notified by Cannock Chase District 
Council. 
 
Attractiveness Weightings 
 

• Model default weightings to be used for all runs. 

• Weighting based the year the sports hall was built or the year it was refurbished, unless 
stated in individual run.  

• The same weightings to apply to all sports halls on a single site. 

• IMD score of output areas to be used to limit attractiveness of commercial sports halls –
applied to population. 

 

Population projections: 
 
All runs to use 2009 based Sub-National Population Projections: 
 

• RUN1  2009  ONS Projections 

• RUN 2  2019   ONS Projections 
 
ONS projections to be used for Cannock Chase, study area and England. 
 

Commitments  
 
New 4 court Sports Hall, Chase Terrace Technology College – planning permission issued 
2009. 
New 4 court Sports Hall, Great Weorley High School – planning permission issued 2009. 
Replacement of Meadowside Leisure Centre, East Staffordshire 
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Replacement of Heath Park Business Enterprise School Sports Hall and ancillary halls through 
BSF, Wolverhampton 
Highfield Science Specialist School Sports Halls to be provided (4 ct and 2 ct) as part of BSF, 
Wolverhampton 
The Kings CE School, new 2 ct sports hall as part of BSF, Wolverhampton 
New Bilston Leisure Centre with 4 court hall and ancillary hall, Wolverhampton 

 
Outputs 
 

• Full outputs for all Local Authorities within the study areas within each run.  
 

• Maps - location/walking catchment, unmet demand, aggregated unmet demand, relative 
share. 

 

Participation Increases 
 
The following increase to demand to be applied to runs; 
 
1% increase in active participation per annum, so a projected increase of 10% in total in 
sports hall participation between 2009 and 2019 

 
RUN SCHEDULE 
 
RUN 1: Existing Provision 2009  
 
Current supply of sports halls based on 2009 population estimates. 
 
RUN 2: Existing Provision with 2019 population projections and increased participation 
 
As Run 1, but with 2019 population projections and a 10% increase in participation over 10 
years from 2009 to 2019 (including planned facilities listed as commitments). 
 
 
HALLS INCLUDED WITHIN RUNS – CANNOCK CC - New halls proposals in BOLD. 
 
Halls Fac ID / 

Grid Ref 
 

LENGTH WIDTH AREA R1 
2009 

R2 
2019 

CANNOCK CHASE HIGH 
SCHOOL 

2222570 33 17 561 1 1 

CANNOCK CHASE HIGH 
SCHOOL 

2222571 18 10 180 1 1 

CANNOCK CHASE HIGH 
SCHOOL 

2222572 18 10 180 1 1 

CARDINAL GRIFFIN 
CATHOLIC HIGH 
SCHOOL 

2088810 30 18 540 1 1 

CHASE ACADEMY 2029412 40 20 800 1 1 

CHASE LEISURE 
CENTRE 

2004993 36 34 1221 1 1 
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KINGSMEAD 
TECHNOLOGY COLLEGE 

2221429 36.6 18.2 666 1 1 

NORTON CANES HIGH 
SCHOOL 

2222651 36.6 18.3 670 1 1 

RUGELEY LEISURE 
CENTRE 

2005027 34 18 594 1 1 
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APPENDIX 9  
 
PPG 17 Individual Sports Report 
 

Health and Fitness 
 
1.0 Introduction 
 
1.1 This section provides information in relation to the current provision and 

future needs for health and fitness facilities in Cannock Chase. 
 
2.0 Sport England Strategic Planning Tools  
 
2.1 The Sport England Active Places Power (APP) database has been used 

as a starting point for the mapping and strategic analysis of facility 
provision. The information held on the Sport England database was 
checked by the Cannock Chase Local Authority and telephone audits were 
completed by the Leisure Database Company under the instruction of 
Sport England. All changes were then made prior to the start of the 
analysis. 

 
2.2 Sport England has developed a number of strategic planning tools for 

sports facility assessment, which have been used in this report. The 
assessment results are reviewed alongside other local information. 

 
2.3 A brief summary of the analysis tools is provided below. 
 

A general note – the population figures for Active Places Power are based 
on the 2001 census.  

 
2.4 Provision per 1,000 population 
 

This tool is available for most built sports facilities, and is an estimate of 
the number or area of facilities against the number of residents. This is 
expressed as a unit of a facility, e.g. number of fitness stations per 1,000 
population, and athletics tracks by the number of lanes. It is a simple tool 
which is a useful starting point for assessing provision of facilities 
providing a benchmark to compare Cannock Chase’s supply against other 
similar Local Authorities and regional / England statistics. 

 
The disadvantage is that the tool treats the authority as an island. No 
account is taken of facilities just over the border of the authority, nor of any 
movement of people in and out of the authority. It also takes no account of 
commuter or tourist demand. 
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2.5 Travel Time (catchments) 
 

Provides information on personal access to the nearest facility in terms of 
travel time of users (using output area centroids). Travel time is based on 
OS Oscar data and ignores local authority boundaries. This has been 
used to assess the travel time, walking, car or public transport to facilities 
from across the district. The APP is only available at an individual local 
authority level, so some maps have been redrawn on the GIS. 

2.6 Office National Statistics (ONS) Comparison & Classification Report 

This provides benchmarks for the number of facilities provided against 
other ‘similar’ local authorities around the country. ONS have taken all 
local authorities and compared them using various indicators with each 
other, producing a list with their ‘similar’ authorities. It is interesting to note 
that when undertaking this analysis Ashfield, North West Leicestershire 
and Erewash Councils are classed through the ONS classification as ‘very 
similar’ and therefore are compared to each other. 

2.7 This analysis has been undertaken to look at the current need for Athletics 
provision in Cannock Chase based on demand. It also has looked at the 
supply and demand as well as accessibility to neighbouring Local 
Authorities facilities. 

 
2.8 The analysis does not take into account population projections and 

participation increases. 
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3.0 Current Provision 
 
3.1 Quantity 
 

There are currently nine health and fitness facilities within Cannock 
Chase, these facilities are detailed in the Table below. 

 

Site Name Ward 

Number 
of 
Stations 

Ownership 
Type Access Type 

Active Images 
Health Club 

Hednesford 
North Ward 52 Commercial Pay and Play 

Blake Valley 
Technology 
College 

Hednesford 
Green 
Heath 
Ward 18 

Community 
school Pay and Play 

Cannock 
Chase High 
School 

Cannock 
West Ward 25 

Foundation 
School Private Use 

Chase Leisure 
Centre 

Cannock 
West Ward 50 Local Authority Pay and Play 

Fitness First 
Health Club  

Cannock 
South 
Ward 100 Commercial 

Registered 
Membership use 

Hagley Park 
Sports College 

Hagley 
Ward 15 

Community 
school Private Use 

Nuffield Health 
Fitness and 
Wellbeing 

Hednesford 
South 
Ward 78 Commercial 

Registered 
Membership use 

Rugeley 
Leisure Centre 

Hagley 
Ward 51 Local Authority Pay and Play 

Tazz’s Gym 
Cannock 

East Ward 30 Commercial Pay and Play 

 
 
3.2 The supply of Facilities can be categorised as detailed below: 
 

• Cannock Chase District has a total of 419 health and fitness stations 
spread across 9 sites; 

• Of these, 2 are school sites with 40 (9.5% of the total supply) stations and 
have no community access. 
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3.3 Ownership Types for all sites with some form of community use: 
 

• Commercial; 182 stations across three sites equalling 43% of the 
supply; 

• Community School Blake Valley TC has 18 stations equalling 4.3% of 
the total supply; however there is limited access to this facility; 

• Local authority 101 (24% of the total supply) stations at Cannock 
Chase LC and Rugeley LC; 

• Other – Female only in Hednesford (78 stations), 18.6% of the total 
supply. 

 
3.4 Access Types for all sites with some form of community use: 

 

• There are 201 Pay and Play Stations across 5 sites, equalling 48% of 
the total supply; 

• There is registered membership only for 178 stations at 2 sites, Fitness 
First and Nuffield Fitness and Wellbeing, equalling 42.5% of the total 
supply. 

 
3.5 There are currently outline proposals to increase the number of health and 

fitness stations at Chase Leisure Centre to 150. This would bring the total 
number of station to 519 and increasing the pay and play access to 58% 
of the total supply. 

 
4.0 Accessibility by Walking 
 
4.1 The locations of the nine existing health and fitness facilities are shown on 

Map (X) below, a 1,000 metre radius around each site, this approximately 
a 15 minute walk time. The spread of the facilities is to the south west of 
the district and the north east. These are broadly reflected of the housing 
spread across the district. 

 
There is no provision in the east / south-east of the District. 
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4.2 Cannock Chase is made up of 297 Output Areas (OA’s)1 227 OA’s are 

within 23 minutes walk of a health and fitness suite. Two of these facilities 
(Hagley Park and Chase Academy) are private use only; however, due to 
their locations overlapping with other provision; this will not significantly 

                                                
1
 There are circa 300 people living in an Output Area. 
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affect the statistic above whereby circa 68,100 (74%) people in the District 
have reasonable walking access to a health and fitness suite. 

 
4.3 The map below identifies the walking distance in minutes from an OA to a 

health and fitness facility within Cannock Chase. 
 
4.4 It does also highlight that 70 OA’s or circa 21,000 residents (26%) live 

between 23 and 55 minutes walk. This would be considered poor 
accessibility.  This includes the wards of; 

• Rawnsely Ward 

• Norton canes Ward 

• Hawkes Green Ward 

• Heath Hayes East and Wimblebury Ward. 
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Centre of Output Area 
Colour signifies 

distance from Facility 

Walking Time 
in Minutes 

Number of (Triangles) 
Output Areas of c300 people 

  1.55 - 12.216   107 

 

 12.217 - 
22.882  

 120 

 

 22.883 - 
33.548  

 51 

 

 33.549 - 
44.214  

 12 

  44.215 - 54.88   7 

 
 
5.0 Accessibility and Socio- Economic Deprivation 

 
5.1 Residents from OA’s with a high Indices of Multiple Deprivation2 (IMD or 

deprived areas) are more likely to need walking access to a health and 
fitness suite.  Without this they are unlikely to participate. 

 
5.2 This access must be to a suite which has pay and play access.  It is also 

more likely to be at a suite in the public sector which offers concessions. 
 
5.3 The map below shows the health and fitness facilities as orange circles 

and highlights all those within the District and those outside the District in 
neighboring Local Authorities.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
2
 The English Indices of Deprivation (IMD) are the Government’s official measure of multiple deprivation at small area 

level. The IMD brings together 37 different indicators which cover specific aspects or dimensions of deprivation: Income, 
Employment, Health and Disability, Education, Skills and Training, Barriers to Housing and Services, Living Environment 
and Crime. 
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5.4 The map shows the District and the colours correspond the IMD score. 
The higher the IMD the more deprived the area. You will note that the four 
pink areas represent the most deprived OA’s in the District. 

 

 
 
 

5.6 The pink area in the south-east of the District (Norton Canes) has the 
poorest access areas to a facility by walking and it is also one of the most 
deprived areas with Cannock Chase, based on the IMD score. The 
nearest health and fitness provision to this is in the neighbouring district at 
Burntwood Leisure Centre; but is probably too far to be reached on foot. 

 

5.7 Starting in the north of the District in Rugeley, we can see that there is one 
isolated OA in pink which is in the far north of the Town.  This is about 500 
metres as the crow flies from Rugeley Leisure Centre which has a 51 
station health and fitness suite.  This should be adequate provision but the 
travel distance on foot is quite far for anyone who is not currently active.  
This 500 metres will probably translate to over 800 metres walk on the 
ground.  Good sports development and marketing would be needed to 
attract members of the community to walk to a health and fitness facility 
this far away, unless they already have a family member in attendance at 
the host school and are therefore familiar with the site. 

 
5.8 In the north of Cannock Town there are two pink OA’s.  One has its 

northern boundary at the Athletics Stadium site and stretches south to 
Chadsmoor.  This ranges from 500 metres to 1,000 metres from Blake 

Symbol IMD Score 

 
4.6 - 12.91  

 
12.91 - 21.23  

 
21.23 - 29.54  

 
29.54 - 37.86  

 
37.86 - 46.17  
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Valley Technology College where there is a modern health and fitness 
suite but is has only 18 stations. 

 
5.9 The OA on the far northern edge of Town beyond Broadhurst Green / 

Bradbury Lane also has Blake Valley Technology College as its nearest 
facility and this is more than 1000 metres, a very long walk for sports 
users. 

 
6.0 Accessibility by Car 
 

 
 

Symbol Travel Time by Car (minutes)  Site count 

  3.15 - 4.54   83 

  4.55 - 5.93   118 

  5.94 - 7.32   55 

  7.33 - 8.71   24 

  8.72 - 10.1   18 

 
6.1 The above map shows that all residents in Cannock Chase can access a 

health and fitness facility within a ten minute drive time. The area of high 
IMD in Norton Canes as highlighted earlier, still have the longest journey 
as identified by the red and orange triangles.  

 
6.2 However, for those residents with access to a car they could easily access 

‘pay and play’ facilities within the district or within a neighbouring authority. 
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7.0 Accessibility by Public Transport 
 

 
 

Symbol Travel Time by Public Transport (minutes)  Site count 

  6.3 - 9.08   83 

  9.09 - 11.86   117 

  11.87 - 14.64   56 

  14.65 - 17.42   24 

  17.43 - 20.2   18 

 
 
7.1 All residents across the district are able to access health and fitness 

facilities within twenty minutes by public transport. This tool does not take 
into consideration walking to the bus stop, waiting or the time taken if more 
than one bus is required.  

 
7.2 The below maps show three neighbouring Local Authority health and 

fitness facilities; 

• Stafford Leisure Centre, Stafford Borough to the North; 

• Burntwood Leisure Centre, Lichfield District  to the East; 

• Cheslyn Hay Leisure Centre (Dual Use), South Staffordshire to the South-
West. 

 
The first map shows a 1,000 metre radius and this would be considered be an 
acceptable walking distance and the second map shows a five mile radius 
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and demonstrates that everyone in the district is within five miles of a pay and 
play facility. 
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8.0 Quality 
 

• The age of a facility is a basic indicator of quality.  The supply table below 
indicates that all of the suites except Chase LC originally date from within 
the last ten years. It also identifies the location of the facility by Cannock 
Chase ward; 

• Tazz’s Gym is the oldest un-refurbished gym in the District 

• Chase LC was refurbished in 2005.  Blake Valley Technology College 
dates from 2003; 

• All the other facilities with some degree of community use were built or 
refurbished since 2005, the majority of facilities are average to good; 

• Chase Leisure Centre and Rugeley LC have Quest registration, and are 
therefore quality assured.  Both of these centres have very high scores: 
Chase 79% highly recommended and Rugeley 85% excellent; 

• A wide range of weight training and cardio-vascular equipment is provided 
at most of the facilities; 

• None of the facilities are considered to be in poor condition. 
 
9.0 Adequacy of current provision 
 
9.1 Provision per 1,000 population 
 

The table below details information from APP, which shows the number of 
health and fitness stations per 1,000 population in Cannock Chase 
compared to it ONS neighbours and also against regional and national 
average levels. 

 
Region : West Mids England Ratio :            5.4 
  West Midlands Ratio   4.7 
Facility Type : Health & Fitness 
Facility Unit : Number of Stations 
Local Authority Number 

Stations 
 

Total 
Population 

Capacity  
Ratio Per 

1000  
Local Authority Number Of 

Stations 
Total 

Population 
Capacity Ratio 

Per 1000 
City of Stoke-on-Trent 1385 240694 5.8 

East Staffordshire District 570 103731 5.5 

Stafford District 577 120656 4.8 

Lichfield District 437 93237 4.7 

Tamworth District 345 74510 4.6 

South Staffordshire District 267 105911 2.5 

Newcastle-under-Lyme District 262 122020 2.1 

Cannock Chase District 419 92146 4.5 

Staffordshire Moorlands District 382 94476 4.0 

Walsall District 936 253567 3.7 

Sandwell District 1013 282884 3.6 

City of Wolverhampton District 785 236628 3.3 
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Ones below need changing    

ONS Comparators other Region    

Ashfield 521 111,374 4.68 

North West Leicestershire 268 85,511 3.13 

Erewash 465 110,117 4.22 

 

9.2 Key Findings: 
 

• The table is based upon ALL provision in the Active Places database, 
irrespective or ownership / management type and irrespective of whether 
or not there is community access; 

• West Midlands Regional ratio is lower than England as a whole; 

• Cannock Chase is significantly below the Regional and England averages 
at 4.5 stations per 1000 population which is about 83% of the level of 
provision of England as a whole; 

• Amongst Cannock Chase’s ONS comparators, Erewash has a very similar 
ratio.  Ashfield is significantly higher than Cannock.  North West 
Leicestershire is significantly lower.  

• Amongst Cannock Chase’s near neighbours, Lichfield and Stafford have 
similar ratios.  Walsall and Wolverhampton are lower.  South Staffordshire 
is significantly lower. 

• This suggests that any shortfall in Cannock Chase is unlikely to be 
addressed by demand crossing into neighboring authorities. In fact, based 
on user survey information, it has been identified that users of Cannock 
Chase facilities cross over from South Staffordshire, Stafford Borough and 
Lichfield (see map below) 

• It is possible that lack of supply could be suppressing demand 

• Subject to market conditions; there is further scope to expand the Health 
and Fitness provision in Cannock Chase, consideration will also need to 
be given to the location of this extra provision. 

 

10.0 Supply and demand Modeling 
 
10.1 Sport England strategic planning tools APP and FPM do not calculate 

estimated demand for health and fitness. 
 
 
11.0 Population and Households in Cannock Chase 2006-2026 
 
11.1 The West Midlands Regional Spatial Strategy (WMRSS) indicates a 

requirement for Cannock Chase District to accommodate an additional 
5,800 dwellings (net) between 2006 and 2026. 

 
11.2 Consideration must also be given to an additional 1,000 dwellings (net) to 

be accommodated in Lichfield District but on the periphery of Rugeley. 
The population generated by these additional 1,000 dwellings are more 
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likely to look to Rugeley for services rather than the principle settlements 
in Lichfield District which are further away. 

 
11.3 The proposed building of 5,800 new dwellings in Cannock Chase would 

increase the population of the District by approximately 12,800 people, at 
an average household size of 2.21 persons per household. The proposed 
additional 1,000 dwellings in Lichfield District, adjacent to Rugeley would 
generate a population of approximately 2,200 people. 

 
 
12.0 Policy Implications 
 
12.1 The participation in health and fitness activities continues to be one of the 

most popular activities both nationally and locally and there is a demand 
locally for some additional provision. 

 
12.2 There is currently a good spread of ‘pay and play’ facilities that are 

accessible to most of the district. However, there are still a number of 
areas, specifically in Norton Canes who fall into an area with a high IMD, 
have limited access to a car and fall significantly outside a 10 minute walk 
to a ‘pay and play’ facility. 

 
12.3 The quality of current provision is good/average. 
 
12.4 Consideration needs to be given to setting accessibility standards for 

health and fitness.  
 
12.5 Consideration needs to be given to setting a quantity standard. If Cannock 

Chase were to increase the number of ‘pay and play’ stations to the 
national average of 5.4 stations per 1,000 population (based on 2009 
population) this would require an increase on current provision of 80 
health and fitness stations. However, based on the ONS projections 
Cannock Chase’s population will increase to 102,200 by 2019. Therefore, 
this would require the number of station to be increased by 136 stations.  

 
12.6 Consideration would also need to be given to if this needs to be an 

extension of existing provision, possibly a provision in a new location, 
linked to an existing school or community site.   

 
12.7 Any new or refurbished facilities should be developed in line with Sport 

England Design Guidance Notes for Health and Fitness Gyms. 
 
12.8 Facilities should also reflect the quality aspects deemed most important by 

the current users; 

• High standards of cleanliness in changing rooms; 

• Well maintained facilities; 
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• Good range of activities; 

• Affordable charges. 
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Background to Arts Development. 

Cannock Chase Council Arts Development is an enabling service, supportive of the arts in the widest sense. One full time 

and one part time officer work with community groups, partner organisations and internally, in the Council, to deliver an 
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agreed yearly programme of work. This ranges from creative events to using arts as a tool to address community issues 

such anti social behaviour, with the service acting as a voice for artists, organisations and developing best practice. You 

can see Arts Development Strategy for the Arts 2008 -11: www.cannockchasedc.gov.uk/artsdevelopment and 

follow the download links. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                              Introduction to Move Up 

 

 

No matter what age, disability, background, race or gender, dance can be enjoyed by all. It provides numerous physical, 

emotional, mental and social benefits. Dance is creative physical activity, which can stretch not only our muscles but also 

our minds. It can be a powerful tool of expression, and can promote a sense of community and togetherness. 

 

Dance has become a main area of focus on a national, regional and local level. In recent years, Dance has been 

recognised for its many health benefits in Department of Health reports and Department of Culture, Media and Sport 

publications. Most recently 'dance and movement' has become an activity recognised by Sport England. The recognition 

of dance as 'physical activity' has seen the latest Active People Survey extended to include information on dance. The  

information collected will then assist in developing a baseline for the Legacy Action Plan target to get 2 million more adults 

active. These results will be published December 2009. 

 

'In recognising the unique contribution that dance can make to health and well-being, the Department of Health will 

establish a working group to identify what role dance can play at national, regional and local level with an initial focus 

upon older adults.'  

Be Active, Be Healthy – A Plan for Getting the Nation Moving - Department of Health publication February 2009 

 

In light of the Olympics and the need to increase the physical activity of our population, dance has found common ground 

between both arts and sports. From Schools Sports Partnerships advocating and supporting dance within the curriculum 

to the inclusion of Dance as a main theme within the Cultural Olympiad, as part of 2012 Olympics, Dance is now widely 

recognised as a popular physical activity. 
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Research by the 'PE and School Sport Club links scheme' shows dance is second only to football as the most popular 
activity of school children. Source: PE and School Sport Club Links Scheme (PESSCL) 

 

 

 

Cannock Chase Council is committed to the practice of Arts, Health and Wellbeing. This is delivered through Arts 

Development working in partnership with a wealth of organisations, but principally South Staffordshire Primary Care Trust. 

Arts Development values Dance and the role it plays in contributing to the health and wellbeing agenda and how it offers 

our local community an informal route to physical activity, or professional routes to be part of the ‘creative industries’. Arts 

Development has vast experience in delivering physical activity creatively. The Route to Health and The Good Life are 

prime examples of how arts can be used to encourage families to get active and increase their activity levels. 

Move Up is the collective name for Arts Development's body of work to celebrate dance and address gaps in provision, 

identified by the local community. The initiative aims to increase participation in dance of all ages throughout the district, 

promote our local dance providers and raise standards in dance practice. Arts Development can offer its expertise and 

knowledge of community dance facilitation and delivery to physical activity and health partner organisations. 

 

Research conducted (Spring 2009) by CCDC Arts Development has shown that the district has over 30 dance 
providers, with 23 dance forms available. On average 1400 people (children and adults) participate in dance 

across the district each week 
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HOW CAN DANCE IMPROVE OUR HEALTH? 

 

Highlighted in the 'Be Active, Be Healthy' report by the Department of Health, the cost of physical inactivity to South 

Staffs PCT is £8,387,660 per year. Dance is recognised as a physical activity of moderate intensity and highlighted by the 

NHS as an alternative form of exercise, and one that doesn't involve the great expense of going to a gym.  

 

'Dancing is a cardiovascular exercise that can be light, moderate or vigorous, depending on the type of dancing you do. It 

can also improve balance, muscle strength and coordination. Aerobics uses simple dance movements in repetition in 

order to provide a vigorous work out.' NHS Choices Website 

 

The Women's Sport and Fitness Foundation has also found that '81% of women do not do the recommended levels of 

regular physical activity to maintain health'. However, statistics show that 88% of people undertaking dance exercise are 

female; this is almost double the market share of 46% for participation in all sport and active recreation (Active People 

Survey). 

 

Laban and Hampshire Dance have also produced a report that provides evidence that dance makes children fitter. The 

research project studied the effects of an 8 week creative dance programme on physiological and psychological status of 

11-14 year old children. The research showed that physical fitness increased in all three areas assessed (lung capacity, 

flexibility, and aerobic capacity). This increase was statistically significant among the females.  

 

Dance can also assist in the health of the older generation. The Department of Health has pledged to look at how dance 

can encourage older people to become more active with an emphasis on falls prevention. Dance can also assist the 

elderly with mobility, improve mental function, and reduce the risk of osteoporosis, as well as the psychological benefits of 

joining a group and leaving the house. Our district has fine examples of the elderly (some in their nineties!) accessing 

local dance provision; all of whom, will testify that these dance classes are instrumental to their health and wellbeing.  
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Aims & Objectives of the Move Up Initiative: 

Arts Development instigates and delivers numerous projects that engage the community. These projects are influenced by 

internal and external policies including Cannock Chase Council’s ‘Corporate Objectives’. The Move Up initiative 

contributes to the following Chase Objectives: 

• C hildren & Young People  

• H ealthier Communities, Housing & Older People  

• A ccess to Skills, Economic Development & Enterprise  

• S afer & Stronger Communities  

The following aims and objectives link to our Arts, Health and Wellbeing theme within the Arts Development Strategy for 

the Arts 2008/11: 

 

Aim: 

 

Raise the profile of local Dance as an opportunity to improve health and wellbeing of all ages and abilities. 

 

 

Objectives 

 

• Develop and support best practice 

• Develop opportunities for providers to network 

• Increase awareness of the role providers play as a local health resource 

• Develop a supportive environment for dance in our district 

 

CCDC Arts Development, ‘Strategy for the Arts’ 2008-2011 - Aims and Objectives 

 

Aims 

 

To increase the range of non art organisations and internal CCDC departments and services using the arts to meet their 

aims, objectives or vision 

 

To increase year on year participation in art based activities delivered by, or in partnership with, Arts Development which 

integrate physical activity, such as dance. 
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To increase year on year participation in diverse art based activities delivered by or in partnership with Arts Development 

for diverse members of the community in Cannock Chase. 

 

Objectives 

 

• Demonstrate diverse participation and access to the arts, by working with a wide range of partners. 

• Raise profile of the arts in the district, through partnership work and marketing. 

• Promote a sense of ‘Community’ by bringing people together through the arts. 

• Support creative practitioners and recognise their contribution to the local economy. 

• Raise the profile of the arts in tackling health issues, through partnership work and marketing. 

• Ensure that Arts Development practices its service commitments. 
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Dance – The National and Regional Context 

 

The main investor in dance as artistic practice is the Arts Council of England (ACE). ACE fund 10 National 

Dance Agencies that have national and regional remits. DanceXchange based in Birmingham, is the West 

Midlands agency. DanceXchange provides artistic support, education, performance, participation and regional 

development across the UK, and advocates for dance at all levels. 

 

Over 4.8 million people participate in community dance each year (Foundation for Community Dance). 

 

 

There are also a number of national dance organisations that provide accreditation and training for dance 

practitioners in a variety of styles. In particular, the Foundation for Community Dance assists all individuals or 

organisations that either lead, deliver or support community dance.  

 

In a speech on 12th August 2009, the Secretary of State spoke of a period of opportunity and excitement for 

physical activity. In this speech, it was also highlighted how this autumn, as part of the government’s ‘Change 4 

Life’ initiative, a sub brand ‘Dance 4 Life’, will be launched. Details of this are eagerly awaited. 

 

As mentioned previously, the recognition of dance as physical activity has seen the spectrum of organisations 

committed to dance development increase. Sport England, and the NHS, have integrated dance into their 

policies and strategies. In turn, Sport Across Staffordshire and South Staffs PCT are supporting initiatives 

involved in dance and physical activity. The Physical Activity Network West Midlands (PAN-WM) also supports 

the development of dance. 

 

The forthcoming 2012 Olympic Games have also had a big impact on future dance provision. The creation of 

the Cultural Olympiad will see a four year celebration of culture in the run up to the games and bring culture and 

sport together. The West Midlands Leadership Group for London 2012 is currently launching a three year 

programme of activity, ‘People Dancing’, which is aimed at encouraging mass participation in dance and dance 

related activity across the West Midlands. The challenge for this programme is to encourage more people to 

take up dance and dance related activity so that it becomes part of their lives, resulting in them feeling fit and 

well in both mind and body and having fun. 
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‘People Dancing’ is looking to commission a broad and diverse range of dance and dance related activity 

across the region, and are asking organisations, collectives or individuals with strong links to their community to 

use their creative ideas and energy to develop innovative approaches to extending opportunities for more 

people.  

 

With this in mind, Staffordshire County Council has commissioned a consultant to carry out a research into 

dance in the county, which will result in a strategy and action plan with recommendations for resourcing. It is 

hoped that once the strategy is completed (end of September 2009), an application will be made to ‘People 

Dancing’ by Staffordshire Arts Development Officers Group (SADOG). 
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Dance – The Local Context 

 

With the recognition of the importance of dance to our health and in turn, our local community, CCDC Arts 

Development carried out a mapping exercise of dance provision in the district. Two community based providers 

conducted the research, with a focus on all styles of dance whether they are within the community, professional 

dance schools or within education and after school clubs. 

 

The mapping exercise found the following: 

 

Number of Dance providers: approx 30 

 

Number of Dance forms: 23 

 

Approximate no. of individuals participating in dance in the district per week – 1400 (59% children/ 

41%adults) 

 

 

Dance forms  

 

• Line Dancing 

• Ballet 

• Tap 

• Theatrecraft 

• Cheerleading 

• Modern/Sequence 

• Jazz 

• Tea Dance 

• Rock n Roll 

• Freestyle 

• Show Dance 
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• Ballroom & Latin 

• Wheel Chair Dancing 

• Salsa 

• Street Dance 

• Disco 

• Performing Arts 

• Marshall Arts/Brazilian Street dance 

• Contemporary 

• Street 

• Hip Hop 

• Belly Dancing 

• Disability Dance 

 

 Schools (Primary & Secondary) 

 

• 21 schools offer some type of dance session whether it be in lesson/lunch or after school 

• None of the schools offer GCSE Dance 

• 6 schools offer dance in PE lesson only 

• 4 schools use a freelance dance provider 

(Richard Dyke, Gill Lyons, Wesley Prince & Emma Chapman) 

• Dance Covered includes: 

(Performing Arts, Aerobic, Street, Theatre, High School Musical, Rock n Roll, Dance leaders, 

Cheerleading, Disco, Modern, Freestyle, Salsa, Country Dancing & Line Dancing) 

 

This research, along with on-site visits to dance classes taking place in the community, has highlighted a 

number of issues that dance providers are currently facing: 
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Issues within the Local Dance Community 

 

• Lack of affordable and quality venues to hold classes – Council venues are too costly for dance 

providers to access and as a result providers have to go to community centres/ church halls etc. With 

the recent closure of the Civic and the Aquarius Ballroom, dance providers are finding it increasingly 

hard to offer dance provision in the district due to the lack of suitable venues. Many of the providers, in 

particular the older age group, are running classes as a social event rather than for profit making 

purposes, meaning their overheads need to be kept low. Some of these venues do not have 

appropriate facilities to conduct a dance class and result in further issues. For example, one provider 

commented that the venue that she currently used had also admitted a dog training class whilst her 

child classes were on. Children at the class would have to walk past the dogs to get to the toilets. There 

have been recent experiences that the dogs have escaped from the classes into the other rooms of the 

community centre. 

 

• Lack of affordable and quality venues to hold performances and showcases - Providers were 

limited as to where they could perform for end of year shows, competitions etc. as hire costs of Council 

venues were too expensive. This meant that participants were not gaining experience in performing at a 

professional venue, resulting in dance providers travelling outside of the district. 

 

• Groups travel outside the area to access social dances due to lack of provision within the 

district -  a large number of elderly participants travel outside of the district to visit social dances since 

a number of high profile venues such as the Aquarius Ballroom, Civic Suite are no longer available. The 

district’s Council venues do not currently cater for social dances. 

 

• Limited access to schools due to Schools Sports Partnership dance provision – the School 

Sports Partnership (SSP) employ a health and fitness instructor who delivers dance sessions in 

schools. Many of the local dance providers haven’t the appropriate accreditation required by the SSP 

and are therefore unable to access schools. Dance accreditation is wide and varied, and this provides a 

common problem in setting standards for dance delivery. There is confusion over what accreditation is 

appropriate and no clear guidance, nationally, on a general dance standard for community dance 

facilitators. 
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• Difficulties for providers in promoting classes and affordability of marketing/ advertising – 

providers have trouble gaining PR in the local media and affording advertising to promote their classes 

 

The first network meeting of the Move Up initiative took place on 5th April 2009. 20 Local Dance Providers 

attended the meeting. Below are actual responses from providers when asked the following questions: 

 

The total number of participants you receive in a week? 

 

• This ranges from 30 up to 120  

 

Have you attempted to use Council Venues? If the answer is no, is this due to the type of facilities or 

cost? 

 

• The general consensus was that the costs of hire were too high  

• Due to the lack of dance facilities most dance providers look to use other venues such as Avon Road 

Business and Leisure Centre or community centres such as Bridgtown Community Centre 

• A couple of dance providers had attempted to use the Civic Suite in Cannock but again, it worked out 

too expensive to hire  

• The issue of not being able to park without paying created an issue for one dance provider due to 

participants travelling from areas such as Shrewsbury and South Birmingham. As a result this venue 

was not suitable  

• The Prince of Wales was also mentioned and the issue of the fees being increased every 12 months, 

making it even more expensive for them to hold an event. Council venues also charge professional 

dance companies the same hire fees as community dance groups 

 

How much do you charge for your dance session? 

 

• The average fee ranged from £2.50 up to £4.00 
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Do you rent the facilities where you provide the dance session? What is the average cost? 

 

• The majority of dance providers hire the dance space.  

• The price ranged from hiring: 

- Bridgtown Community Centre @ £5.00 per hour (this is at a reduced rate due to using the venue three 

nights per week. 

- Trinity Church, Hednesford @ £11.00 per hour (No more slots available to hire) 

- Rose Theatre, Rugeley @ £16.50 per hour (the space only currently hired by one provider) 

- Leisure Centres from £16.00 per hour (the space is not suitable for some of the dance form, for 

example Ballroom dancing due to lack of space) 

-  Avon Business & Leisure Centre @ £25.00 - £30.00 per hour. 

 

What is the average overhead in providing your dance sessions? 

 

• As mentioned previously the dance providers pay to hire the dance space, PRS & PPL, petrol, 

instructor’s fees. The average overhead per session works out at approximately  £40.00 per session 

 

Do you provide dance sessions in one venue, or work in many different venues? 

 

• The general response is that most providers work in a number of sessions which results in them taking 

their dance provision out of the Cannock District area.  

 

 

Do you work in other areas? If so, is this due to lack of suitable venues in the area or cost of rent? 

 

• Most of the dance providers work in other areas, this is due to the lack of suitable venues and the costs 

involved. 

• One provider suggested that “Cannock Chase District Council is pricing themselves out of Dance in the 

area”. Examples of areas they are looking to work in are Wolverhampton & Great Wyrley.  
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• Providers have to move venues due to cost; as a result the participants may no longer be able to attend 

due to transport issues and therefore restricting the range of dance provision within the district.  
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Past Projects: 

 

Arts Development has already accomplished a number of projects under the Move Up umbrella: 

 

Move Up Disability Dance: 

 

Cannock Chase District Council Arts Development service and a number of key partners devised a district wide 

pilot disability dance initiative. The whole scheme aimed to develop opportunities for individuals with barriers to 

increasing their physical activity and mobility. Each participating group was targeted through a partner 

organisation whereby the scheme was tailored to meet their needs.  

 

A local graduate was recruited who worked alongside nationally renowned disability dance company, Blue Eyed 

Soul to receive specific disability dance training. A training session was provided for teachers and a series of 

dance workshops took place at Sherbrook Primary School, Hednesford Valley High School, and Chase Day 

Service. 

 

Since completion of the project, the Sherbrook Primary School now contracts the dance artist to deliver dance 

workshops throughout the term, and all teachers/ carers involved have incorporated techniques into their own 

PE sessions. 

 

Rugeley High Schools: 

 

Cannock Chase District Council Arts Development service conducted a dance ‘taster’ day for Year 7 pupils at 

Hagley Park Sports College. The day’s primary aim was to engage Year 7 boys in dance by providing a male 

dance artist to deliver the session. Due to a lack of male contemporary dance artists in the district, Arts 

Development contracted an artist from Bboys Attic in Birmingham to carry out the session.  

 

Recognising the need for local male dance providers in the district, Arts Development approached 

DanceXchange, the regional dance agency, to assist in devising a project to develop male dance artists in the 

Cannock Chase district. This pilot project was initially created to engage boys in dance with the objective of 

developing their skills and seeking out individuals who would benefit from further training opportunities.  
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Originally the Rugeley school project was requested by the Head of Hagley, who identified a need for male 

dance development and to use dance as a tool to bring awareness of cultural diversity. However, the head 

retired, and the leading contact for the school went on maternity leave. This meant sign-posting and 

encouraging by the school, for pupils to attend the sessions, was poor and attendance of males was weak. 

 

In addressing this, Arts Development hosted martial art dance sessions in male PE lessons, assemblies and 

after school tasters. Interest was extremely high and we had 100% satisfaction rates from the males who 

experienced Capoeira Brasilia, but motivation of the pupils to actually attend was poor. 

            

It has provided the participants with the opportunity to learn a specialist dance form that is not available in this 

area, Capoeira Brasilia. 
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Next Steps: 

 

Arts Development has a number of projects planned as part of the Move Up initiative: 

 

Move Up & Health Fit 

 

Health Fit is South Staffs PCT's new physical activity programme. The primary aim of Health Fit is to promote 

exercise programmes suitable for adults who don't normally participate in physical activity. CCDC’s Arts 

Development is working alongside the PCT in a campaign to promote dance in the district to adults who are 

Health Fit members. Arts Development and the PCT are also working together, to develop local dance 

providers to become Health Fit approved. 

 

Developing the Move Up Dance Network 

 

Further meetings are planned for the network that has been formed, with external partners being invited to 

speak on appropriate subjects. (See Clubmark and Health Fit) 

 

The network will assist in feeding information from groups such as the Community Sports and Physical Activity 

Network, and the County Dance Strategy, to local providers. 

 

Design of the Move Up Booklet 

 

A booklet promoting local dance providers is in the process of being designed. The booklet will contain the 

health benefits of participating in dance. There will also be information provided on what participants should 

look out for to receive a quality and safe dance experience. The main aim of this booklet is to show that anyone, 

whatever their fitness level, can access dance. To support this message, a number of individuals already 

accessing our local dance classes will be highlighted as 'dance stars' throughout the booklet. The reason for 

highlighting 'dance stars' is to assist in breaking down the barriers to participation, and so the reader (who may 

even recognise some of our 'stars') knows that dance is accessible for all. The booklet will be distributed 

through PCT networks and Doctor’s surgeries, libraries, leisure centres and further venues in January 2010 

 

This booklet will be produced in partnership with South Staffs PCT's Health Fit initiative. 
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Rugeley Leisure Centre Dance Sessions 

 

A ten week belly dancing course has been scheduled to start 5th October at Rugeley Leisure Centre. These 

sessions will be conducted by a local dance provider. The sessions are primarily targeted at women, with 

reference to the statistics regarding women and physical activity highlighted by the Women and Sport 

Foundation previously in this report. Since Arts Development involvement, this has become a Health Fit 

recognised class, and PCT Health Trainers are signposting clients into these classes. 

 

Further courses are planned for the new year. 

 

Clubmark/ Accreditation 

 

Chris Turner, Club Development Manager (Sport Across Staffordshire and Stoke on Trent) will attend a network 

meeting in November to talk about how dance providers can achieve Clubmark accreditation. This information 

will assist local providers in addressing accreditation requirements for accessing school PE sessions.  

 

Arts Development will assist any providers who wish to apply for funding and achieve this accreditation. 

 

Disability Dance Development 

 

Cannock Chase Wheelchair Dancers wish to develop their younger membership base. Arts Development will 

work alongside the group by providing professional disability dance workshops alongside the Tuesday Club, a 

special needs group, at Cannock Youth Centre. From these workshops, participants will be encouraged to 

access the Wheelchair dancers group. A funding application will be submitted to ‘Sport Across Staffordshire’ 

Access fund. 
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Recommendations: 

 

Following the mapping exercise results, and on-site visits made to dance providers, a number of 

recommendations can be made to ensure Cannock Chase Council’s commitment to dance, health and 

wellbeing: 

 

• Arts Development work alongside dance providers to raise best practice to enable providers to achieve 

national indicators for health and wellbeing. Providers that are recognised for such standards and 

offering this service, should then be entitled to the same discount offered at Council venues for Sports 

Clubs with Clubmark. This work can be developed in partnership with South Staffs PCT, PAN_WM, and 

Sport Across Staffordshire 

 

• Identify more ways in which Arts Development can work with the PCT by developing the Move Up 

booklet and dance across the region. 

 

• Arts Development work alongside internal services such as Economic Development and the Local 

Strategic Partnership to support community venues in raising standards and ensuring appropriate 

facilities are available for dance practitioners. Also to assist in the up-skilling of local dance providers 

 

• Research should be conducted into the spend-per-head at dance competitions, and social dances 

outside of the district. The reports should form the basis of a feasibility study to determine whether it 

would be financially viable for Council venues to provide dance space. 

 

• The Move Up Dance network works together to achieve ‘bargaining’ power for press coverage, 

advertising rates and promotional activities for local dance providers. 

 

• Work alongside School Sports Partnership for relevant dance providers to achieve ‘Clubmark’ which will 

enable providers to access schools to conduct dance sessions. 

 

• Further promotion of the health benefits of dance and local providers through the Move Up booklet, 

Love Arts and dance showcase 
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• Work with the recommendations of the action plan from the County Council’s Dance Strategy, and any 

funding opportunities a ‘People Dancing’ funding bid may provide. 

 

 

For further information, please contact Louise Rose, Arts Development Officer 01543 464395. 

louiserose@cannockchasedc.gov.uk 
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District  Contact Type Number 

per wk 
Age 
Range 

Sessions per 
wk 

Cannock Maggie Palmer 
Tripple mdance academy 
Avon B&L centre 
Avon Rd 
Cannock 
07881 538780 
 

Line Dancing 40 Adults 1 at this venue 

 Purpose Built Dance 
Studio 
Cannock Academy of 
Dance Unit 15 
Brindley Business Pk 
Chaserside Dr, Cannock 
Staffs 
WS11 7GD 
01543 428322 
 

Ballet 
Tap 
Theatrecraft 
Freestyle 
Cheerleading 
Modern 
Jazz 

190 18 mth- 
adult 

All day Sat 
9 – 6pm 
 
Week day eve 
After 4pm 

 Paul Brown 
01922 691625 
V. Avon B&L Centre 
Avon Rd, Cannock 

Modern 
Sequence 
Latin 
Old time 
Rock n Roll 
U.K.A 

30-40 All ages Tuesday 
8-10pm 

 Terry & Ethal Grundy 
Avon B&L centre 
Avon Rd 
 
 
 

Tea Dance 40-50 Open to 
all 

2 sessions 
Wed 2.30-
4.30pm 
Fri 8.00-10.15 

 Brian & Angela Mills 
School 
Cannock Community 
Centre 
07951702006 
 

Freestyle 
Rock n Roll 
Street 
Show Dance 

? 4 yrs 
upwards 

1 per week 
6.10-6.50pm 

 Mark Plant 
Bespoke 
Walsall Rd 
Cannock 
01543 500202 

Ballroom & 
Latin 

100 All Multi 

 Stephaneta School of 
Dance 
St Lukes Church Hall 
Cannock Town Centre 

Wheel Chair  
Dancing 

25 All ages Wednesdays 
7.30-9.30pm 
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01902 850189 

 Emma Kerry 
Avon B&L centre 
Avon rd, Cannock 
07947272526 

Salsa 
Street Dance 
Freestyle 

60 20-55 
 
3-13 

Wednesdays 
 
Fridays 

Norton Canes Jenny’s Social Evening 
Norton Canes Comm 
Centre 
01543 274320 

All types 
No tuition 

20-30 All 1 Friday  
7.15-10.15 

Bridgtown Style Dance Academy 
Lisa & Richard Dyke 
Bridgtown Comm Centre 
St Lukes Church Hall 
07793 124982 
 
 

Freestyle 
Street 
Slow 

10-15 per 
class 
60 Total 

4-20 4  

Rugeley Stars Academy of Young 
performers 
Rose Theatre 
Taylors Lane, Rugeley 
Jackie Ross 
07920 864767 

Theatre Dance 
Performing Arts 

60 4-25 3 

 Sundance School of 
Dance 
Etching Hill Village Hall 
East Butts Rd, Rugeley 
WS15 2W 
01889 570033 
Rachel Allen 

Freestyle 
Rock n Roll 
Ballet 
Ballroom 
Latin 
Street 

200 3-adult 20 sessions in 
3 diff venues 

 Leanne’s Dance Academy 
Scout Hut on Sheep Fair 
Rugeley 
07896 095145 
Leanne Redpath 
 

Disco 
Rock n Roll 

20 All ages Fridays  
From 5.30 

 Lea Hall WMC 
Rugeley 
 

Tea Dance 
Sequence 
Dance 

20+ Adults Tue & Thursday 
1.30pm 

 Studio 5 
Rugeley 
01889 584387 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Stage Dance 
Ballroom 

100 2 ½ yr –  
Adults 

6 days a week 
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 Capoeira Art Brasil 
 

Marshal 
arts/Brazillian 
street dance 

 11-18 Wednesdays 
3.30-5pm 

Hednesford Stars Academy of Young 
Perfomers. Trinity Church 
Station Rd. Hednesford 
07920 864767 

Freestyle 
Theatre Dance 
Slow Dance 
Rock n Roll 
Modern 
Contemporary 

40 4-18 3 

 Class One Dance 
Academy 
Gill Lyons 
St Peters Church Hall 
Avon Business & leisure 
Centre 
Lady of Lourdes Church 
Hall 
Hednesford 
07971 866494 
 

Freestyle 
Ballet & Tap 
Rock n Roll 
Musical Theatre 
Latin & 
Ballroom 
Street 
Slow 

Not 
Known 

2-Adults 10  
Thurs 4-5.45 
(Avon Rd) 
Sat all day 
(St Peters) 
 

 Stars Academy of Young 
Performers 
Pye Green Comm centre 
Bradbury Lane 
Hednesford 
07920 864767 

Hip Hop 
Theatre Dance 
Contemporary 

15 8-18 1 

 Pye Green Community 
Centre 
Bradbury Lane 
Hednesford 
Annette Beddon 
07955 467246 
 
 

Belly Dancing 10-15 To all 1 
Mon Night 

 Pye Green Community 
Centre, Hednesford 
Mrs Denny 
01543 578657 

Ballroom & 
Sequence 

30-35 60-91 Tues 1-1.30pm 

 Pye Green Community  
Centre 

All sorts of 
dance , see 
leaflet 

   

 Stardust Dance Academy 
01902 306909 
Clive & Sam Keay 
07985087013 
Pye Green Community 
Centre, Hednesford 

Ballroom 
Latin 

12-16 Adults New Beginners 
6 - 6.45  
Practice 
6.45 – 7.45 
Advanced 
7.45 – 8.45 
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 Stephaneta School of 
Dance, Avon Business & 
leisure centre 
01902 850189 
 

Ballet 
Tap 
Theatre 
Dance 
Disability 
Dance 

25 All ages Tue 10-12 & 
4.30-7.45pm 
 
Sat 
9.45 – 6pm 

 Colin & Rita Corbett 
Avon Business & Leisure 
centre 
Lady of Lourdes Church 

Latin 
Ballroom 
Sequence 
Modern 
Rock n Roll 
Salsa 
Line dancing 

60-100 To all 3 sessions 
Thurs 1.30-
3.30pm 

 Stardust Academy 
Avon Business & Leisure 
CentreStardust Dance 
Academy 
 
Sam & Clive Keay 
 01902 306909 
 

Latin 
Ballroom 

20 Adults 2 sessions 
6 – 7.30pm 

 Penny McLennan 
123 Greenheath Rd 
Hednesford 
WS12 4AU 
01543 424292 
www.folklink.freeuk.com 

    

Heath Hayes Chase School of Dance 
Mike Cooper 
St Johns Church Hall 
Hednesford Rd 
Heath Hayes 
01543 502982 
 

Old Time 
Modern 
Sequence 

70 50-80 2 

 MR Music 
Graham Darby 
Heath Hayes Cons Club 
Hednesford Rd 
Heath Hayes 
01543 502722 

Ballroom 
Latin 
Social 
Sequence 

30+ All ages 1 

 Heath Hayes Cons Club 
Hednesford Rd, Heath 
Hayes 
Heather Roberts 
272995 
 

Social 
Sequence 
Advice but no 
tuition 
Thurs 8.45-
11pm 
£1 charge 

35 Open to 
all 

1 
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